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Wild West and the Cowgirl Queen
OR, THE CLEAN-UP AT RANCH FORTY
By AN OLD SCOUT

CHAPTER I.-A Tenderfoot in Hard Luck.
~'So yer want ter go to Ranch Forty, eh?"
"Yes, I believe that is the name of my uncle's
ranch.''
"Is your uncle named Dan Penton?"
"Yes, that is his name."
"All right, stranger. I'll take yer over to
Ranch Forty, an' furnish a horse for you ter
ride for ten dollars."
"I will only be too glad to pay that much."
"All right, then, Mr. Tenderfoot. You be ready
in half an hour from now an' we'll strike out.
It's a ~ood twenty-mile ride to ther ranch, but
we'll git there long afore dark. It's only two
o'clock now.''
The speakers were a typical man of the West
and a good-looking young fellow of perhaps
twenty-one, who was unmistakably a stranger in
that part of the country. The young man, whose
name was Ralph Carrol, had landed at Jig Town
from the train that arrived there at a little past
noon. Since that time he had o~en waiting at
the village hotel for some one to show him the
way to Ranch Forty, which, as he had stated,
was owned by his uncle, Dan Penton. It happened that there were not many idlers about at
the time, and it was something over an hour
after he had eaten dinner at the hotel when a
rather rough-looking man, who was unquestionably a cowboy or something of the sort, met him
on the porch and the foregoing conversation took
place. Ralph Carrol lived in New York, and
after three years of confining work in a bank he
had decided to take off three months. Many times
he had been invited by his uncle to come out to
Wyoming and ·s pend a month or two at Ranch
Forty, and at last he had accepted the invitation
and was at the end of his journey by rail. The
rest of the distance had to be made by horseback, or by wagon His uncle Dan had long been
an old bachelor, but the last letter Ralph had
received from him informed him that he had
married a widow who had a very fine daughter.
Ralph had paid his bill at the hotel, so there
was nothing to do but for him to sit down upon
the porch and wait until the man he had engaged
to take him to the ranch should /ut irr an appearance. He lighted a cigar an puffed away.
A few men and boys were soon gathered in front
of the hotel, and all stared at the stranger, curiously. It was easy for them to tell that the young
man was fi::om the East, and more than one re-

mark was made about th~ tenderfoot. But Ralph
knew his business too well to pay any attention
to such remarks. After he had an swered so me
questions that were put to him the natives took a
more kindly view of him, and the result was that
a rather animated conversation was soon in progress. This served to pass the time a.way, and th~
cowboy returned almost before the tenderfoot was
expecting him.
.
"So Red Carney is goin' ter take yer over to
Ranch Forty, is he?" said one of the men who
had been doing considerable talking, as he looked
at the rough-looking cowboy and shrugged his
shoulders.
"Well, I didn't ask him his name," Ralph answered, smilingly. "The name is quite typical
of the West, I believe. Red Carney, eh." Well,
that's all right."
"That's my handle, young feller," the cowboy
said, with something- like pride. "What's yours?"
"Ralph Carrol. I a;m from New York."
"Sort of high-soundin' name, I should say,"
and the cowboy grinned and looked at the bystanders. "But come on, Mr. Carrol. I'm all
ready for yer. I've got a good, gentle horse for
yer ter ride, so you needn't be afraid. Don't
s'pose you've ever been in ther saddle much?"
"Not a great deal. But I fancy I can make
out all right."
"Oh, sartin yer kin. Even if yer don't know
how ter ride a bit, you'll learn afore we git te:r
Ranch Forty. Twenty miles ain't much of a dis•
t11:nce, but it will be enough ter break a greenhorn in, I reckon," and he ,gave a laugh as he
again looked at those standing about.
"How about my trunk and suitcase?" Carrol
asked, as he looked toward the railroad station,
which was but a short distance away.
"Well, we sartinly can't take no trunk with us.
If ther witcase ain't too big, I reckon we kin
manage ter git along with that. You'll have ter
let 'em send up from ther ranch ter git yout
trunk, to-morrow."
"Very well, I can make out with the suitcase."
The young man was attired in a neat business
suit and wore a derby hat. His appeannce was
in strong contrast to those standing about the
hotel. He soon got his suitcase, which Red
Carney took and proceeded to strap on the back
of the mustang he was to ride, behind the saddle.
"I'll take this with me, so you won't be bothered," he explained.
'{Thank you," Carrol answered.
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"Stall I help you mount, Mr. Carrol'?"
"Oh, 110; I think I can make out all right."
He showetl that he coultl, too, for placing his
left foot in the stirrup he swung himself into the
saddle quite handily.
"That's putty good," and the cowboy nodded,
~~~~

.

It was rather a bony mustang that the tender-

foot was mounted upon. But, for that matter, the
one his guide had was the same. Dut it was an
easy saddle, so it made little difference. So long
as the horse was able to carry him to his distination Carroll would be satisfied. The cowboy
swung himself astride his horse, and then with a
nod, he said:
"Come on, my tenderfoot friend. I reckon I'll
land yer at Ranch Forty inside of two hours."
"Good!" was the reply, and ihen the two galloped away, those they left behind laughing
heartily at the awkward manner in which the
tenderfoot rode. But when they had covered a
mile er two and Jig Town had been lost to view
behind a ridge, Carrol began to get more accustomed to riding. He ~ettled down to make the
best of it, and as they kept on at a canter, Red
Carney gave occasional nods of encouragement.
"You're doin' fine for a tenderfoot, Carrol," he
decl ared, when perhaps five miles had been
covered. "I reckon it won't take you long ter
git ther hang of it. How long are yer goin' ter
stay on your uncle's ranch?"
"That depends upon how I like it, Mr. Carney.
I may stay nearly three months."
"Well, you'll like it all right, I reckon. Most
likely you'll fall in love with ther Cow Girl Queen.
'Most every young galoot does, it seems."
"The Cow Girl Queen?" the tenderfoot asked,
.
in surprise.
"Yes, that's what they call your uncle's step.
daughter, Dolly McKenzie."
"I knew that my uncle had a step-daughter,
but I was not aware that she was called the Cow
Girl Queen."
"Well, that's what she's called, Carrol. I
reckon she's entitled ter bein' called that, too.
Why, she's in charge of Ranch Forty at this very
minute. I never told yer that your uncle has
gone away on business, an' won't be back for a
couple of weeks. But I thought that was none
of my business, so that's why I said nothin'
a.bout it. It will be all ther same, anyhow, since
you're goin' ter stay at ther ranch a while."
"So my uncle is away, eh?" and the tenderfoot
looked slightly surprised. "Well, I suppose it is
my fault for not knowing it. I didn't write him
that I was coming. He always said that I would
be welcome at any time, and that it was not necessary to ,give him any notice. I thought I would
take them by surprise, you see."
"Sartin. That's ther way ter do it. Folks what
lives on ranches don't have ter receive notice so
they kin make preparations for visitors. They've
always got plenty ter eat an' drink, you kin bet."
The road they were traveling was nothing more
than a trail now. They had long since passed
out of sight of anything in the way of a habitation, and only the rolling plains that were dotted
here and there with clumps of trees and patches
of short, stocky bushes, which made an agreeable
change to the almost brown grass that usually
predominated, could be seen.

"How much further is it, Mr. Carney?" asked
Carroll, after they had been riding something
over an hour.
"Just about seven miles further. Why, yer
ain't gittin' tired, are yer?"
"Oh, no. I'll stick it out all right, never fear."
The cowboy grinned, for he could tell by the
way his companion acted that he was getting
tired, but did not want to admit it. A few minutes later they reached the bank of a crooked
creek that wound its way through a little hollow
as far as the eye could reach.
"See them cattle over there?" said the cowboy,
pointing off to the left.
The tenderfoot looked and saw them 1;ght
away.
"Well, they belong ter your Uncle Dan. Ther
ranch kin be seen when we git to that rise, about
a mile from here. Come on, now; we'll ford this
here creek an' then we'll git a hustle on. I want
ter git back to Jig Town as early as I kin."
"Well, I assure you that I can't arrive at the
ranch any too soo:1," and the tenderfoot smiled.
They soon found a place where they could ford
the creek easily, and then the bony mustang went
forward at a gallop ~,'?ain. There was a strip of
timber upon the rise Red Carney had pointed out,
and wh,.m they finally reached it and emerged on
the other side th~ ranch house and bt:1ildings near
it could plainly be seen in the distance. After
they had gone a couple of hundred yards the
other side of the timber, Rf'd Carney suddenly
reined in his mustang.
"I reckon yer may as well pay me now, Carroll," he said, looking at the tenderfoot, sharpiy.
"Certainly," was the reply, and the young man
quickly drew a wallet from his pocket.
As he opened it Reel Carney's eyes dilated, for
he saw a number of bills there that were yellowbacks.
"How much did I say I was goin' ter charge
yer?" he asked, after a short pause.
"Ten dollars," was the reply.
"Oh, no, I didn't. But I forgit what I did say.
Anyhow, Carrol, I think it oughter be worth
twenty dollars, don't you?"
"'Vell, I don't know," was the hesitating reply.
"I know, though. Give me twenty dollars an'
we'll call it square."
"I suppose I will have to," and Carrol smiled
·
faintly.
Selecting a twenty-dollar bill from the bunch
he had he passed it over to the man. But instead
of taking it, Red Carney made -a grab and got the
wallet.
"Y:ou keep that bill an' I'll take ther rest, Carrol," he said, as he tapped the butt of a revolver
that hung at his rignt side, significantly. "We
won't have no row about it, either. You won't
need so much money as all this, anyhow. Goodby. I reckon you kin find your way now."
Then the villain quickly turned his horse, and
rode swiftly for the timber strip. Ra1ph Carrol
was amazed. He sat in the saddle and watched
the man until he had almost reached the woods.
Then he placed his hand upon his hip-pocket, as
though he was going to pull a revolver. But he
changed his mind, and nodding his head, gravely,
he muttered:
"Well, I have been robbed, that's all. What a
fool I was to show my money to that fellow."
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Having come to this conclusion, he started forward in the direction of the ranch. He knew
quite well that the horse he had been left in possession of was nothing like worth the money that
had been taken from him. Probably it was not
the property of Red Carney, either, and in that
case the owner would claim it. But Ralph Carrol knew very well that his uncle owned plenty of
horses, for he had written to him to that effect.
He would not be without a horse to ride when he
reached Ranch Forty, that was certain. When he
was about half way to the ranch house he suddenly saw a number of cowboys off to the right.
They were in the act of dismounting near a
clump of trees that stood alone upon the level
stretch of prairie land at the time. It -occurred
to him that it would be a good idea to ride over
to them and tell how he had been robbed by the
rascally cowboy who had showed him the way
to the ranch, so he turned his horse that way at
once.
As he rnpidly approached the group of men he
saw they were looking at him curiously. There
were five of them, and all appeared to be just the
sort of men he had pictured to be real cowboys.
"Hello, stranger!" one of them called out, as he
rode up. "What appears ter be ther difficulty?"
Carrol quickly explained who he was, and then
lost no time in telling of how he had been robbed.
Instead of receiving sympathy from the cowboys,
they laughed uproariously.
"So Red Carney let yer keep ther twenty-dollar
bill an' took your pocketbook, eh?" asked one.
"Well, that's a clever trick, I must say."
"It is nothing more than robbery,'' retorted the
tenderfoot, a little nettled.
"You shouldn't have :t'et him take it, that's all.
Why didn't yer pull y<,mr gun on him, or ain't yer
got a gun?"
"Yes, I have a ,gun, all right," and Carrol
quickly pulled a short-barreled revolver from his
hip pocket.
Though it was considerably shorter than the
style of those the cowboys carried, it was an ugly
looking weapon of large caliber.
"That's quite a barker you've g-ot," said the
cowboy, who seemed to be spokesman for the
party. "Let's have a look at it, young feller."
"Not just now," was the reply, for Carrol had
put the five cowboys down as being about as bad
as the fellow who robbed him.
"Yer ain't afraid I'll keep it, are yer?" asked
the man, angrily.
"No, I am not afraid of that. But one experience is enough. I don't know who you men are,
and I don't know how you feel toward me. Anyhow, you certainly don't appear to think it wrong
because I was robbed. Do you belong at my
uncle's ranch?"
"We did until two or three days ago," one of
the others spoke up.
"Wellr since you are not in his employ I sup-·
pose there is no use in asking help from you. I
will go on to the ranch.
"Hold on, young feller," the spokesman said,
sharply as he quickly jerked a big revolver from
the hol~ter at his side. "I reckon you needn't be
in no hurry. S'pose yer jest hand over that
twenty-dollar bill you was talkin' about. Of
course, I ain't goin' ter force yer ter give it ter
me, but I think it would be no more than right
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fer yer to hand it over an' tell us ter go an'
have a good time with it. That's ther way a
tenderfoot generally does when he strikes this
part of ther country, yer know."
This turn of affairs was not altogether unexpected to the tenderfoot, and he looked around
in a hopeless sort of way. But as he did so he
suddenly caught sight of a young ,girl riding
toward the group under the trees, with the speed
of the wind. One of the cowboys followed the
gaze of Carrol and he saw her, too.
"Here comes ther Cow Girl Queen, boys!" he
exclaimed. "I reckon we had better light out!"
The leader of the rascally men looked at the
speaker in a scornful way.
"What's the matter with yer, Boots?" he asked.
"I reckon yer ain't afraid of that gal, are yer'/"
"No, I ain't afraid of her, Bull."
"Well, then, what do yer want ter light out for?
Let her come. I reckon we'll soon show Dolly McKenzie that she ain't runnin' us any kind of
fashion. vVe ain't under her orders any more."
The attitude of the four cowboys under the
lead of Bull Davis changed instantly. Ralph Carrol quickly realized that instead of helping him
out of his difficulty, the Cow Girl Queen would
surely get into trouble herself. But he kept his
nerve, and still holding his revolver in his hand,
he waited for the outcome.
CHAPTER IL-Young Wild West and His
Friends Apear on the Scene.
The Cow Girl Queen was mounted upon a cleanlimbed bay, which was coverin,g the ground rapidly. It was quite evident that she had picked out
the stranger from the rest of the men, and that
she was either curious to find out who he was,
or suspected that something was wrong. On she
came, and in another minute she was within a
few yards of the group under the trees.
"What are you scoundrels doing here?" she
called out, sharply, as she reined in her horse
and looked angrily at the five cowboys. "I reckon
you were told to keep away from Ranch Forty,
Bull Davis. Now then, you take my advice and
light out in a liurry. If you don't, there is going
to be trouble.
"Hal ha! ha!" the leader of the villains retorted. "Dolly McKenzie, don't think that you're
goin' ter boss up any more. We've been discharged, so that means that neither you nor your
dad kin tell us what ter do. I reckon we've got a
right ter ride across your cattle range if we want
ter, an' we'll stay here jest as long as we want
ter, too."
"You will, eh?"
The dark eyes of the girl, who was really very
pretty, flashed angrily.
"We sartinly will, Doll," and Bull Davis laughed again.
The girl drew a revolver.
"Doll, if yer attempt ter point that gun this
way I'll shoot yer jest as sure as I live!" threatened the leader of the gang.
Then it was that the Cow Girl Queen hesitated.
"Don't anger them any further," spoke up
Carrol. "I am sure they are bad enough to do
almost anything. The easiest way is the best, l
think."
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"That's right, Mr. Tenderfoot!" called out· the
As the report rang out, Bull Davis lost a lock
man who had been called Boots. "I reckon you of hair, but that was all. Carror had fired too
have got a little sense, anyhow, which is mighty quick to take good aim. The next thing he knew
surprisin', considerin' that yer hail from the he was hit on the side of the head with the butt·
East."
of a revolver, and then he reeled and fell from
"'l'han!< you," the young man 1·etorted, doing his the saddle. The blow had broken the skin and
,_
best to keep perfectly cool. "I regard that as a dazed him somewhat, and as he attempted to rise
compliment."
he fell back again. Then he fell an easy victim
''Who are you, sir?" Dolly McKenzie a sked, for to the five villains, and it .was not long before his
she had now pa:i;tly recovered her composure.
wrists were bound together behind his back. The
"I am your father's nephew, Ralph Carrol, of Cow Girl Queen had been so entangled in the rope
New York," was the quick reply.
that she could do nothing, so she, too, ·had been
"Oh!" and the girl's face lighted up.
easily captured.
For the time being she forgot all about the five
"Tie her up, boys !" called out Bull Davis. "She
villains present and looked at the young man in is a regular she-fiend, yer know. Don't give her
a curiou s sort of way. But a satisfied expression a bit of a show. We're in this thing now, an' I
soon appeared on her face, and then she gave a reckon we'll go our limit. Maybe we ain't got our
nod and said:
revenge on Dan Penton for dischargin' us with"I suppose these scoundrels have been bother- out no warnin'. Ha! ha! ha!"
ing you. It looked that way to me when I first
"You will suffer for this, you scoundrels !" cried
picked you out from the ridge over there."
the helpless girl, her eyes flashing. "Don't think
"Well, they have not bothered me much, Miss you are going to get away after doing this."
McKenzie," Ralph an swered."
"You'll be glad enough ter let us go on about
'"i'hat's the way to talk, Mr. Carrol!" exclaimeLI our business after we git through with yer, Doll
the Cow Girl Queen, and then, as quick as a flash, McKenzie!" the leader answered. "Jest take
she turned her revolver toward the leader of the it easy. It will be all ther better for yer if yer
villains and pulled the trigger.
.
d 0. "
Crac~!
"Now that we've got 'em, what are we goin'
As the r~port rang out, Bull Davis dropped ter do with 'em, Bull?" Boots asked, acting as
his gun and uttered a cry of pain. The girl had though he did not half like the situation.
r..ot tried to injure him much, hut had simply
"Do with 'em? Why, we~ll take 'em over to
directed a shot at the weapon he held in his hand. ther lone shanty in ther woods," was the reply.
The bullet struck the side of the revolver and
"Yes ; but what then?"
glanced off, grazinn• one of hi s knuckles. This was
"Well, I don't know yet," and the leader acted
quite S1J.fficient to make him let go, and it was
as though he .really was .at a loss to give an annot strange that the weapon should fall to the swer.
groulld.
"But we happen ter know that ther tender- .
"Vamoose!" the Cow Girl Queen shouted. "The
next time I pull the trigger I will do it to kill! foot has got twenty dollars, after bein' robbed
by Red Carney. Maybe he would be willin' ter
Light out of here, you scoundrels !"
But the men did not offer to obey. Bull Davis give us ther twenty if we let 'em . both go. 'Most
had quickly found out that he was not at all likely him an' Doll would promi se not ter send
any one on our trail, too."
hurt.
Bull Davis suddenly became very thoughtful.
"Don't be afraid of her, boys !" he shouted.
"She wouldn't dare ter shoot to kill. I reckon H was evident t_h at he was be.ginning to realize
we ain't goin' ter leave this spot till we git good that he had gone a- little too fa.r, even thougn
his intentions might have been of the very worst
an' ready."
One of the men gave a wink to his leader, and at the start. One of the others quickly agreed.
with Boots, fo1, he seemed to think that if they
then said:
"Well, I reckon I'll go, anyhow. I don't want carried the tenderfoot and the Cow Girl Queen to
the lone shanty in the woods it would mean lynchter git -ln no trouble."
Only Bull Davis knew that the fellow said this ing :(or them sooner or later. When he had exmerely as a ruse. The others looked at him in pressed himself this way the other two were won
contempt as he started for his mustang. Mean- over, and then the leader showed signs of great
while, the Cow Girl Queen sat still upon her horse, unea siness:
"So · yer think we had better let 'em go, eh,
her re'\'olver pe1inting toward the group. The
cowboy mounted his horse and started to ride boys ?" he asked, after a pause.
"Yes," came the unanimous l'eply.
away at a walk. But suddenly he swung around
"There ain't ·no use in us becomin' outlaws an'
and let go his lariat. It was very cleverly done,
for the rope settled· about the head and shoul- havin' ther she1·iff a n' a posse after u s." went on
ders of the girl before she hardly realized what Boots. "Yer know what that means. Ther gal
his intention was. A quick jerk, and she was could say anything she wanted ter, an' her word
would go a good deal further than ours would.
pulled to the ground.
"Wow!" yelled Bull Davis. "I reckon we'll see Then, she's got ther tenderfoot ter back her up,
who's runnin' this thing now. Hold up your too. I think we've done a little wron,g, Bull, an'
hands, tenderfoot, or you'll be a dead man in a ther best thing we kin do now is.·ter git 'em both
ter promise that they'll let us go free an' not
jiffy!"
Ralph Carrol was astounded at the sudden turn have any one ter follow us. They'll do that, I'm
of affairs, but he was grit to the backbone, and he putty sartin."
"We will, eh?" exclaimed the Cow Girl Queen,
quickly pulled the trigger of his revolver.
sharply. "Don't you believe anything like that.
Crack!
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I. will never give any sucl1 promise. You can let
us go or you can keep us, you scoundrels, but you
can bet all you're worth that you will have to
suffer
this."
"Perhaps it would be better to give them the
promise, Miss McKenzie," spoke up Carrol. "They
have not really harmed us, you know, and if they
will agree to leave these parts, I think it would be
the easieat way out of it. It is hardly likely that
they would ever show up around here again, if
we let them go."
"I can't agree with wou, Mr. Carrol."
"See here, Doll!" cried the leader of the villains, threateningly, "you know very well that
we've got you in our power, an' that we kin go
our full length, if we want ter. Now, then, I
want ter tell yer one thing. You have either got
ter promise that we'll be allowed a good twelve
hours ter git away from here, or you'll take ther
consequences."
"I will never give that promise, you scoundrel!"
came the defiant retort.
"Yer won't, eh? All right; ter show yer that
I mean business, I'm goin' ter have a kiss."
The scoundrel caught the helpless girl about
the neck and was bending his face toward hers
when the clatiE!r of hoofs suddenly sounded on
the other side of the group of trees. Bull ·Davis
instantly released his hold upon the girl and
sprang back, at the same time pulling his gun.
Then it was that a dashing-looking boy, who was
attired in a fancy hunting suit of buckskin, a
wealth of light chestnut hair hanging over his
shoulders, appeared directly before them. He
was mounted upon a splendid-looking sorrel stallion, and in his right hand was a long-barreled
revolver.
"What's the trouble here?" he asked, in a cool
and easy way, as he brought his horse to a quick
halt.
"This ain't no affair of yours, boy," retorted
Bull, quickly recovering from his surprise at the
sudden appearance of the dashing young horseman. "You had better git away from here iryer
want ter live very long."
"You think so, eh? Well, let me tell you that if
_you don't put that gun 6f yours back into the
holster inside of five seconds a streak of daylight
will go through you. You hear what I say, you
sneaking coyote!"
There was a peculiar ring in the boy's voice
that really meant more than the words he spoke,
and without waiting more than a second, the
leader of the villainous gan,g put away his gun.
It was just then that two more i·iders appeared
on the scene. One of them was a boy of about
the same age as the first, while the other was a
tall, dark-complexioned man, probably ten years
their senior.
"Whoopee!" the latter shouted, as he flourished
a revolver in either hand. "I reckon we was jest
in time, eh, Wild? What's ther measly coyotes
up ter, anyhow?"
The faces of the five villains were now very
pale, and it was evident that they wished they
were almost anywhere but where they we1·e just
then. The Cow Girl Queen and Ralph Cano!
•were delighted as might be supposed . All fear
had left them, for they knew well that they were
saved from the scoundrels now. The handsome
boy with the long hair quickly slipped from the

fo,
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back of his horse, and leaving hi s two companion3
to watch the ruffians, he quickly drew hi huntingknife ar.d released the two prisoners.
"Now, then," said he, looking at the tenderfoot,
"just tell us what the trouble is, and be as brief
about it as possible."
Dolly McKenzie at once started to talk, but the
boy motioned her to keep quiet.
"One at a time, please," he said. "Let this
man tell the story first."
"Oh, I know who you are!" the girl retorted,
not paying the least attention to his remark.
"You're Young Wild West, the Champion Deadshot. I never saw you before, but I know you
from what my father has said."
"You have got that right, miss," the boy replied, in a modest sort of way. "But never
mind. Just wait a minute, will you? I want to
hear the story of what has happened here."
"All right, then. Let Ralph Carrol tell you,
if you think he can do it better than I can."
This was said in a somewhat petulant way,
which told plainly that the Cow Girl Queen was
one of the sort of girls who like to have their
own way in things. But she kept a still tongue
and listened, patiently, as Carrol related what
had befallen him since he started from Jig Town
for Ranch Forty.
.
It took him nearly ten minutes to relate the
story, for instead of making it brief, as the boy
had told him to, he gave the full details.
"Well," said Young Wild West, not appearing
to be much surpl·ised at what he had heard, "I
reckon it is a mighty goo9 thing- that we happened
along this way just as we did. Now, then, the
question~is, what are we going to do with these
five scoundrels?"
"If I had my way about it, I'd mighty soon say
what we would do with 'em," the tall man spoke
up, as he shot an angry glance at the scoundrels .
he was covering with his brace of revolvers.
"There's a mighty good, strong limb putty high
over their heads, Wild, an' there's plenty of rope
here, too."
"That's all right, Charlie," was the cool retort. "But we are not going into the lynching
business just now."
"Suppose I tell you what to -do with them?n
suggested the Cow Girl Queen, turning to Young
Wild West.
"All right; proceed, mis·s."
"Well, I say, let them go for the present. Ws
will give them a chance to get away from here.
Then to-morrow morning we will let it be known
around what they did to-day, and there will be
more men looking for them than you can shake
a stick at. Then, if they manage to make their
escape, they will be mighty lucky, I think."
The faces of the scoundrels brightened when.
they heard this.
"Well, I think that is a very good suggestio1!J
miss," the boy answered. "We will act upon it.
Then, nodding to the villains, he added:
"Now, then, I want to see how quickly you:
sneaking scoundrels can get into the saddle. Hurry up."
They did not have to be told a second time.
Bull Davis fairly leaped for his horse, and was
the first to mount. But the rest were not far
behind him, and then they went galloping away
from the g-roup of trees. Younir Wild West
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waited until perhaps they were twenty yards
away, and then up went his revolver.
Crack! crack! crack! crack! crack!
Five times the weapon spoke, and as each report sound.ed a man was seen to clap his hand
to the side of his head. Two of them lost their
hats, which told plainly that the boy had merely
been shooting at the headgear they wore.
"Ha! ha! ha! Look at ther galoots go, Wild!"
shouted the dark-complexioned man, roaring with
laughter.
"Say!" exclaimed the cow girl, looking. at the
boy in admiration, "that's what I call shooting,
all right. No wonder they call you the Champion
Deadshot of the West, Young Wild West."
"VJ'ell, that's all right," was the reply. "I
can't help what they call me, you know. But say!
who are you, anyway, miss?"
"My name is Dolly McKenzie, and I am in full
charge of Ranch Forty, during the absence of my
father," she answered, quickly.
"And she is called the Cow Girl Queen," added
Carrol acting as though. he was pround of the
fact.
"Is that so? Well, I think she is well worthy
of the appellation. Now, then, stranger, who
are you?"
"I am Ralph Carrol, of New York."
"Ah! Well, since the villains have gone, I
suppose the next thing in order for us is to go to
the ranch. If you have no objections, we will accompany you as soon as the rest of our party
comes up, They are coming now, I .see."
Young Wild West pointed to the edge of the
group of trees and bushes, and then the rest saw ·
two gi:rls, a young woman and two Chinamen
riding forward at a trot.
"Oh!" exclaimed tlie Cow Girl Queen, delightedly. "Girls, eh? How glad I am! Do you know,
Young Wild West, that I have four girls helping
me out at the ranch? Father discharged the five
scoundrels you just met here, and as I could not
get any men to help with the herding of the cattle
I had to call upon ,some friends of my own sex.
But they all understand the business, all right,
and we have been making out nicely.".
"I don't doubt it," was the ·reply. "Now I will
introduce you to my two partners, and then you
won't be long in getting acquainted with the girls.
This is Jim Dart," pointing to the boy, who had
said nothing since they had been there, but had
been keeping a good watch upori the villains up
to the time they were sent away in such a hurry.
Dolly quickly shook hands with. the boy.
"This is Cheyenne Charlie, the well-known
scout," and the young deadshot nodded toward
the tall man with the long, black hair and mustache.
"Mighty glad to meet yer," the scout answered,
. as he gripped the girl's hand.
The tenderfoot quickly followed ~ shaking
hands with the two, and by that time the rest
of Young Wild West's party had reached the
spot. Then it was that Cheyenne Charlie took it
upon himself to introduce first a very pretty giri,
with golden hair, as Miss Arietta Murdock, the
sweetheart of Young Wild West, the Champion
Deadshot and "Boss Boy of Creation."
"She'.s ther best gal that ever lived in ther
Wild West, too" he added. "She kin shoot as
st1aigW~~I a,l).y galoot as ever ~andled a rifle or

revolver, an' there never was a wild bl'Oncho that
she couldn't break. She's got more nerve than
seven ordinary men, too. Arietta is sartinly a
fittin' mate for Young Wild West. Whoopee!
whoopee! wow! wow!"
The words were hardly out of Cheyenne Charlie's mouth than the Cow Girl Queen was embracing Arietta. Then our hero introduced the rest
of the party, who were Anna, the wife of Cheyenne Chal'lie; Eloise Gardner, the sweetheart of
Jim Dart, and the two Chinamen, who acted as
servants for the party on their trips about the
wildest parts of the country in search of fortune, fun and adventure. The names of the two
Ohinamen were Hop Wah and Wing Wah, and
the former was without doubt one of the most
cl\!ver of his race, as will be seen later on. For
fully twenty minutes they remained there, getting
better acquainted each minute. To say that the
Cow Girl Queen was delighted at having met
Young Wild West and his friends would hardly
be expressing it.
"I am· going to see to it that you all stay at
Ranch Forty till dad comes back!" she exclaimed.
as they were ready to ride off to the ranch.

•
CHAPTER III.-A Merry Party at Ranch Forty.
Young Wild West and his friends had been
at Cheyenne on business, and had decided to 1·ide
over near the Utah line, and then sti·ike south
through Colorado, into New Mexico and thence
to Arizona, when they would turn to the east and
eventually bring up in Texas, where the young
deadshot owned a ranch. Just how long it would
take them to make this trip none of them knew,
nor d:d they care, for that matter. They intended to visit a few mining camps on the way
and to spend a lot of time in the wildest part of
the mountains, where danger and excitement
could generally be found. Having met Dolly
McKenzie, the Cow Girt Queen, they decided to
spend two or three days at Ranch Forty. Wild,
as our hero was called by his friends for short,
knew quite well that they had not seen the last
of the five villains, and this meant that there
might be a lively time in store for them. Nothing
suited the young deadsnot better than to punish
evildoers, and assist those who were in need of it.
The boy rode a.long with Ralph Carrol, the tender .
foot, at his side. Carrol - surely had taken a
stron~ liking to Wild, and he did not hesitate to
tell him so.
"I think if you had not come as you did, and
I had finally escaped with my life, I would have
started right back for New York," the young man
declared. "But now it is different. . I am going
to stay at Ranch Forty as long al" my vacation
permits me to. I would like to be able to do
something in return for what you did for us today, Young Wild West."
"That's all ·right, Carrol," the boy retorted, in
his cool and easy way. "Don't you think about
that. I am sure it gave us as much pleasure to
happen along as we did, as it did you and the
Cow Girl Queen, as you call her. Of course, the
five cowboys are a bad Jot. There is no mistake
about that. l have mad.e a few mor~ enemies,
that's all. You know I keeo contintiallv makin«
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somehow."
"No, I suppose not," and Carrol nodded as
thou,gh it was a matter of cou1·se:
"You say a fellow called Red Ca rney stole
about three hundred dollars of your money?"
went on Wild, as the conversation continued.
"Well, I reckon we will have to look that fellow
up. You can't afford to lose the money, I am
sure.''
"Well, I suppose I could get along without it,
but still I'd like to have it returne~" was the
reply.
"Well, we will get it for you. You just leave it
to u s. We will find Mr. Red Carney, and don't
you forget it. He left you with th.at horse, did
he?"
"Yes, that's right. By Jove! I just thought
of it, Young Wild West. He had my suitcase
with him when he rode away. Here I am without
a change of clothing. My trunk is at the depot
in Jig Town, however, so I suppose I can make
out."
"Well, I · hardly think the rascal would take
your suitcase back to the village with him. He
certainly wouldn't want it to be known that he
·robbed you, and if he were to go back there with
anything that belonged to you suspicion would
be aroused right away."
"Well, pr obably- he has thrown it down along
the trail somewhere, and it may be that we will
find it. But I am pretty well satisfied with the
way things have turned out, anyhow. It was
quite an exciting adventure to be- robbed by a
rascal who had engaged .himself to show you the
way to Ranch Forty; but what happened since
that time lies away over it. It all sounds very
much like a story book to me."
"Maybe it does, Carrol, but you wait until the
sequel comes. Then you will have something to
tell when you go back East."
"Well, I will feel satisfied so long as there is
·
no bloodshed."
"Well, I can't guarantee you that there won't
be, thou,gh I have a notion that the villains you
were up against are cowards. Still, a coward will
fight, you know, when he is cornered. Certainly,
no one but cowards would treat a young lady as
they did."
"I should say not," and the New Yorker shook
his head and fla shed his eyes at the remembrance
of what had passed but a short time before. The
two kept on chatting, while the girls were kept
busy answer ing questions that were put to them
by Dolly McKenzie, and in this way the distance
t.o the ranch was quickly covered. When they
rode up to the house, Dolly's mother was standing
on the stoop, looking somewhat amazed at the
party her daughter was bringing back to the
house with her. The girl had simply been taking
a ride about the cattle range to see if everything
was all right with the cattle, when she spied the
five villains and the tenderfoot:"
"Oh, mother!" she cried, ::rs she galloped up to
the porch of the house and brought her mustang
·to a halt. "Just see the friends I have made.
• Here is dad's nephew, from New York, Mr. Ralph
Carrol; and here is Young Wild West, the boy
we have heard Dad speak of so often. He has his
two partners with him, as well as the girls, as
he calls them, and we have ,got two real China-
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men here, t.oo. I reckon we'll havae a lively time
here on Ranch Forty for the next few days."
For the next ten minutes it was a sort of confusion of tongues, for the Cow Girl Queen and her
mother talked very rapidly, and with our friends
and the tenderfoot trying to answer the questions
put to them, it was difficult for any one to understand what it was all about. But it finally turned
out that Mrs. Penton found out the na mes of
our friends, individually, and could pick them out
readily. Then she placed her arms akimbo and,
with a very smiling fJl,ce, exclaimed:
"Now, then, the house is open to you and to
your friends, Young Wild West. . Come right in
and make yourselves at home."
Having delivered herself of . this speech, the
mistress of the ranch took possession of Arietta,
Anna and Eloise, and marched them into the
house. Ralph Carrol hesitated a moment, and
then made his way- to his room.
"That's right, Carrol," said Wild, nodding his
apprOV/11. "We'll take care of this cayuse you
have here. In my opinion there will be some one
over here looking for it before another day. I'll
bet Red Carney is not the owner of it."
The boy now took his own horse and that of his
sweetheart and started toward the stable, which
was not more than a hundred yards distant from
the house. His two partners and the Chinamen
promptly followed, the latter two leading a couple
of pack-horses that were loaded with the camping
outfit our friends always carried with them. They
were met by an old negro at the stabler. who
stared at them in amazement.
"Hello, the1·e, Snowball!" the young deadshot
called out, with a laugh. "Don't be afraid! We
would like to put up these horses, that's all."
"Gracious!" exclaimed the darky. "You come
here to work at de ranch, sar?"
"No, not exactly. We are just l!"Oing to stop
here for a little while, that's all." ·
"All right, sar. I'se will fix you up right away.
Dere's plenty of room for de horses."
This proved to be the case, and it was not long
before the pack-horses had been unloaded and
everything was in good order, as far as the beasts
went. There were plenty of hay and oats there, too, and as the horses belonging to our hero and
his friends seldom got much in the way of oats,
this would be a sort of treat to them. The darky
wanted to help them put away the animals, but
he soon found that his services were not required.
Then he stepped back and watched the two Chinamen, who seemed to be very handy at the business.
"Whattee you lookee at, Misler Blackee Man?"
Hop asked, suddenly, as he took a step toward
the man and acted as though he was angry.
"Gracious sakes, sar !" exclaimed the darky. "I
didn't mean nothin', Marser Chinee.''
"Lat allee light. But me I!O likee you lookee
like lat. You lookee some other v)ay, so be.''
"All right, i;ar," and the darky promptly walked
out and kept his back toward them until they had
finished what they had to do and had come out.
The sun was still two hours high, and the gentle
breeze that was blowing made it very pleasant,
indeed. As our hero started to walk back to the
house he suddenly caught sight of four riders
approaching. When he saw that they we~
females, it struck him right away th~t they must
be the cow girls Dolly McK\!nzie had SP.Oken of. .
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"By Jove, boys !J he exclajmedi smiling at his
partners. "This is the first time we ever struck
a ranch where girls were doing the work of cowboys. Rather odd, isn't it?"
"I should say it was, Wild," Jim Dart answered, with a laugh. "But I have no doubt but
that they can manage very well. I hardly think
there are very many cattle on the range, anyhow. I have not noticed more than one herd,
and that was a rather small one."
"That's right," and Cheyenne Charlie gave a
nod. "I reckon ther Cow Girl Queen an' ther
other four kin take care o{ ther cattle around
here, all right. But say, them gals kin ride,
can't they? Jest look at 'em! Seems as though
they're havin' a little race ter see who gits to
ther house first."
It did seem that the girls were racing, for they
were coming like the wind, their long_hair flying
out straight behind them. Each was attired in
a different colored bodice, and this made them
look all the more picturesque. Wild and his
partners stopped right where they were and
waited until the girls rode up to .t he house. Then
they turned to look for the Chinamen, but found
only Wing standing there, waiting.
.
"Where is Hop?" Charlie asked, sharply.
"He talkee to um blackee man, so me come
lon,g, so be."
"I'll bet five dollars ther heathen is workin' up
a joke on the nigger," said the scout, nodding and
looking very wise.
"Well, let him alone, Charlie. I reckon he
won't hurt the darky, anyhow, even if he does
play a joke- on him., Hop can't help joking, and
you know it as well as any one."
"Yes, I know it ter my sorrer," and Charlie
shrugged his shoulders and acted as though he
was somewhat angered. "That heathen would
make a fool out of me. But that's all over; since
I've took him in hand an' sorter brought him up
to ther round turn a couple of times, he keeps
putty clear of me. But that's all right. Hop's
one ·of the best fellers that ever lived. Jest see
what he's done for us at different tlmes, Wild.
Why, he saved my life as many as haJf a dozen
times, an' all throug-h his blamed magic. I'll bet
there ain't another heathen in China what's half
as smart as Hop j§."
"Well, I don't know 1l:bout that, Charlie, but I
will say that if all men were as faithful as Hop
Wah, this would be a pretty ,good sort of world
to live in. But, come o.n. Let's go over there and
get an introduction to the cow girls. I see they
are acting as though they are waiting for us.
The girls are out there and they are, no doubt,
having a fine time of it."
The three walked leisurely to the house, fo
lowed by Wing, who turned, however, when he
got to the corner and went around to the back.
He knew where his place was and he was no
doubt looking for some servant that was connected with the ranch house. Our three frie:v.ds
were soon introduced to the girls, who were the
Nellis sisters, Sadie and Mary, Nell George and
Kate Gregory. They all belonged to ranches that
were not,fai· away, and as Dolly had said, they
were only too glad to assist the Cow Girl Queen
in running the ranch- until her father came back.
The girls had all heard. of Y.oung Wild West and

his friends, and in their breezy manner they
showed their delight at meeting them. ·
"Well, I reckon this is a treat for you girls,
isn't it?" Wild said, as he turned to Arietta, Anna
and Eloise. "I'll bet you are very glad we happened to stri.ke Ranch Forty."
"Indeed we are, Wild," his sweetheart declared.
"Why shouldn't we be glad?" the scout's wife
asked, w)lile Eloise nodded her approval at what
was said.
"Of course, you should be glad. But I could
not help saying that. Now, then, I reckon the
Cow Girl Queen will have all the help she wants.
How many cattle have you on the range, anyhow,
Miss Dolly," and he turned to the girl.
."Only about five hundred at present," was the
reply. "You see, dad got a good chance to dis• pose of a lot of them and he took advantage of
it. He ~hipped a thousand only last week, and ·
that is. why he is away now. He has gone to
collect money."
"Wen; I hope he doesn't come in contact with
Red Carney, or the five villains we met this afternoon," spoke up the tenderfoot, shaking his head.
"Oh, don't you be afraid of anything like that
happening to dad," and the Cow Girl Queen
laughed. "Anyhow, he would not come back here
with all the money in his pocket. I reckon he
knows where to find a bank, all right."
Carrol was the only one who did not seem to
be quite at his ease. The fact was that he felt
rather strange in the company of so many girls.
After a while he apologized for his rather ruffled
appearance, and then they all laughed at him.
This had the effect of confusing him all the more.
"Why, you look all right," Mrs. Penton declared, as she came out in time to hear what they
were talking about. "If you think you're ruffled
up too much I'll get a suit of Dan's clothes, an'
you kin put 'em on. Maybe there won't be no
style about 'em, but I reckon you won't mind
anything like gittin' 'em ruffled up, that's sartin."
"That's just what he had better do, I think,"
declared Wild, winking at the mistress of the
house. "You get a suit of your husband's clothes
for him. He will feel more at ease, I know."
"Well, if you s ay so, it will have to go, Wild "
the tenderfoot answered, with a laugh, though
his face was still very red from constant blushing
at the sallies of the merry crowd of girls.
"I reckon I'll send Mose, that darky of our!;;,
after your t runk. It may take him half ther
night afore he gits back, but you'll get ther
trunk all right. I clon't believe Red Carney, or
Bill Davis an' his gang will interfere with him."
"I ha nUy think they will," our hero said. "I
1·eckon Bill Davis and his crowd are mighty- glad
to get off as easily as they did. As for Red
Carney, the chances are that he is having a
rousing old time 'spending some of the money he
stole from Carrol."
"Dolly," said the .mistress, "you go and tell
Mose to bitch up ther team to the buckboard an'
start out right away. Ralph is anxious ter git
his trunk_ Tell him ter look for ther suitcase on
the way, too."
"All right, mother," and the girl started quickly for the barn. She haci not been gone more
.t han a couple of minutes before she came running back, her face lighted up with a smile.
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"Come back with me, all of you," she said,
hurriedly. "There's something very funny going
on in the barn. One of the Chinamen is playing
cards with Mose, and it is just too comical for
anything to watch them."
"I knowed it," answered Cheyenne Charlie, giving a satisfied nod. "Ther heathen is playin' a
joke on the nigger, an' ther joke is that he'll
fleece him out of all the money he's got. Come
on, Wild, I reckon we had better put a stop te1·
his game."
"Take it easy, Charlie; we will all go over to
the barn and take a look at them," was the rnply.
The whole crowd soon gathered at the barn,
and as there were plenty of cracks in the side,
they were all able to watch an extraordinary
game of draw poker. They joined in a laugh,
and the two players looked at each other in
amazement.
"What am dat?" cried Mose, running to the
door.
He was met by Ralph Carrol, who was laugh!;.;.i' hP.artil!:'.
..,,What's the matter, coon?" the tenderfoot
asked. "Were you showing the Chinaman how to
play poker?"
"Dat cntnese am a fool, sar," retorted the
darky. "He told me he have two pair, when he
have four of a kind all de time."
It happened that Hop had won about all the
darkey's money, but Wild made him give it all
back again. Hop was used to this, and took it all
in good part.
The game of draw pnker in the barn was the
eubject of copversation until supper-time, and
then when the b 11 rang they all went inside and
11at down at the table in the big dining-room.
All hands were hungry, as might be supposed,
and Carrol, havir,g become more at his ease by
this time, ate as heartily as did any of the rest.
It was not until after the meal was over that
Mrs. Penton produced a suit of her husband's
clothes as she had promised. When she brought
them to the tenderfoot he felt that he could do
nothing else but to accept them and put them
on. He excused himself and retired to his room,
and twenty minutes later he appeared, attired in
the costume of a ranchman.
"There I" exclaimed Cheyenne Char lie, rising to
his feet and bowing to the young man, "now, then,
yer look all right, Carrol."
"I hope I do," was the laughinP." reply. "Anyhow, I think we can wait until to-morrow to send
after my trunk, for I will say that I feel a little
better since I've made the change."

CHAPTER IV.-The Ride to Jig Town.

It was a very lively evening that our friends
put in at Ranch Forty, and it was :rather when
they retired. But this did not stop Young Wild
West and his partners from rising early, as was
their usual custom. Wild had made up his mind
to go over to Jig Town and try a.nd find the
villain who had robbed the tenderfoot. Of course,
Charlie a.nd Jim were only too glad to go with
him. It must have been that Carrol was pretty
well tired out, for when breakfast was ready he
had not shown himself as yet.
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"I 1·eckon I'll go an' wake him up," said Cheyenne Charlie, as he started for the tenderfoot's
room.
"Let him sleep," spoke up Mrs. Penton. "Most
likely he's tired out and ther sleep will do him
good'. ''
"Oh, I reckon an hour or two won't make much
difference," and Charlie went right on.
He knocked at the door and then -he heard
some one moving about in the room. A couple of
minutes later the door opened and Carrol bade
the scout a chee1·y good morning.
"I was just going to get up when the knock
came," he said. "I don't know what made me
leep so .sound, especially as I was in a strange
bed. But I will be a s bright as a dollar in a few
minutes, see if I don't.''
"\Veil, git a move on yer. We're goin' ter take
a ride over to Jig Town, an' you kin go along
if yer think you're able ter ride that far.''
'
"Well, I will go in the buckboard, for I am a
little stiff this rooming, I will say.''
"That's so. They've got ter take ther wagon
to git your trunk, anyhow, s o you kin ride along
with ther nigger."
It did not take Carrol long to prepare himself
for breakfast, and when he came in he found the
rest waiting, save that the four girls had gone .
out to look after the cattle almost an hour before
and would not be back yet a while. It happened
that Young Wild West and •his fr iends had been
traveling ,out of the line_ of the village, so none
of them knew exactly where it was located, even
though they did know where the railroad track
was.
As they were getting ready to start, Arietta
approached her boy lover and said:
"Wild, Dolly says she would like to ride over
with you to the village, and she wants me to go,
too.''
·
"Well, I see nothing to stop you, Et," was the
quick reply. "Of course, you can go.''
"Well, she didn't want to go if there were a'ny
objections.''
"There are no objections, I am '>Ure.''
"Very well, then. Wait for us.''
The girl quickly told Dolly, and then the two
hastened to get their horses. But Jim Dart followed them to the stable, and he quickly called
the darky to saddle the Cow Girl Queen's mustang
while he took charge of Arietta's horse. In a
very short time the two steeds were ready, and
the girls were really waiting for the rest. Mose
was assisted by the tenderfoot in hitching up the
team to the buckboard, and when they were ready
the party left the ranch, Anna and Eloise remaining at the house with Mrs. Penton. As
Carrol watched the two girls riding with such
ease and grace he almost wished he had taken a
horse himself. Still, he felt quite comfortable
on the seat of the buckboard beside the darky.
"Carrol," the young deadshot said, as be came
riding back to the buckboard, "when we get to
the place where the fellow relieved you of your
money just let us know, will you?"
"I certainly will, Wild.''
"I have an idea that he threw away the suitcase after he left you, and if he did it is quite
likely we ·will find it."
"\Veil, I hope we do, Wild."
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"Just keep your eyes open when we get near
the spot."
"I will."
It did not take them very lon,g to get to the
ridge where the robbery had taken place. They
all came to a halt here, and then Carrol explained
just how it had happened.
Then they rode on
again, and when they had covered a little oveT
half a mile the suitcase was discovered lying at
the . side of the trail. The tenderfoot quickly
jumped out of the buckboard and possessed himself of it. When he found that it had not been
opened he was very well pleased.
"It was locked," he said, "but I thought maybe he might rip it open with. his knife, but I
guess he thought he had no use for it, since he
had my three hundred dollars."
It seem od to be a rather long ride to the tenderfoot, though his companions did not appear to
mind it in the least. On they went cve1· the winding trail, mcunting ridges occcisionally, only to
go clo,vn and then txavel strai,1ht over a level
for three 01· four miles again . 11; was just about
two hours from the time they left the ranch when
the party reached the little railroad village. The
populati -n of Jig Town did not exceed one hundred e.nd fifty, but the station made lots · of business there. since it had to be used by the ranchmen that were scattered about the surrounding
coupntry.
Wild called for those who were mounted to
drop behind and let the buckboard lead the way
to the station. Mose, the darky, straightened
himself a little and put on an air of greatness,
as he let the team go past the houses and storea
at a swift ti·ot. No doubt he felt that he was
leading a sort of circus parade, for the riders
behind him certainly had a very picturesque appea1·ance. Men, women and children were seen
watching the little ].'.l.l.'..Ocession from the doors and
windows of the houses that were on either side
of the single street of the village. As they pa.ssed
the hotel where Ralph Carrol had been compelled
to wait so long for some one to guide him to
Ranch Forty, a dozen or more yelling men came
out. It was plain for our friends to see that
nearly all of them were intoxicated.
"Keep your eyes open, Cai::rol," said Wild, in
his cool and easy way. "If you see the scoundrel
who robbed you, just point him out."
"There he is!" exclaimed the tenderfoot, hardly
a second after the boy had spoken. "He is looking
out of the doorway. He acts as though he is
afraid to come out."
"I see him!" Wild exclaimed, with a nod. "All
right. We will go on to the station and get your
trunk. Then we will come back and have a little
refreshment at the hotel. I will take care of
Red Carney, and don't you forget it."
"Maybe the'r galoot will take a notion ter sneak
_ off, Wild," suggested the scout.
"That's right, Charlie. Suppose you keep a
watch on him."
Charlie gave a nod, and then dropped behind.
But the station was only a short distance from
the hotel, anyhow, and a,ny of them could have
seen him if Red Carney should attempt to ride
away. Charlie halted before the blacksmith shop
and kept his eyes fixed upon the stable that was
in the rear of the hotel. The villain had dis-

appea?"ed from the doorway before this, so when
Charlie suddenly saw a man hurrying for the
stable, he quickly started his horse forward and
rode leisurely past . the side of the building. As
he got to the stable, Red Ca1·ney, for it was
surely he, turned and looked at him sharply. The
fact was that the villain had decided, when he
saw the tenderfoot, that it was about time for
him to make himself scarce.
·
"Hello, stranger!" Charlie called out, as he
rode up a:nd brougnt his horse to a halt.
·
"Hello!" was the rather gruff retort. "Want
ter put your horse up here?"
"Not jest yet. But are you ther galoot as
takes care of ther stable?"
"No, I a.in't. I've got my horse here, an' I'm
jest going ter git him an' go away on business."
"Well, don't be in a hurry about gittin' him,
you sneakin' coyote. I reckon there's somebody
as wants ter }:told a little conversation .with yer
afore you leave."
"Maybe it's you," snapped Red Carney, his
eyes fla shing.
"No, it ain't me, but I'm goin' ter see ter it
that yer wait, that's all."
"You're ,goin' ter see ter it that I wait, are
yer? Well, you jest turn around an' ride away
from here or you'll be a dead man in about two
seconds."
,
Then the hands of both flew to their sides.
But 'Charlie was a little quicker than the villain,
and he had him covered in a twinkling.
"You rull that gun an' it's you what will be
ther dead man'!'' he exclaimed. "Now, then, you
jest walk right ala::ig ahead of me over to ther
station. There's a young feller there by ther
name of Carrol what wants ter see yer mighty
bad. He says you owe him something like three
hundred dollars. If you're a wise galoot you'll
pay up right way."
The face c ·be thief turned all colors. He
knew he stood , chance with the scout, though·
at first he had felt that he could easily get the
best of him.
"Come, move on, you thievin' galoot!" commanded Charlie, sharply.
There was no help for it, so Red Carney turned
and walked slowly toward the station, the scout
riding close behind him, his revolver ready at an
instant's notice.

CHAPTER V.-The Tenderfoot Recovers His
Money.
•

Young Wild West and Jim Dart had noticed
Charlie as he rode into the hotel yard, so . they
were not much surprised when they saw him
come riding out at. a walk with Red Carney walking along ahead of him. Ralph Carrol was busy
with the s~ation agent, and he did not see what
was going on until the man who had robbed
him was very near the station. Quite a crowd
was following the scout, · for they could easily
tell that something had gone wrong with Red
Carney, who had been treating tham so royally
since the, night before. It was only natural that
they should feel a disposition to take it up for
him, and there was considerable loud and threat-ening talk. But the scout paid little or no at-
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tention to this. He had his man, and he was
bound to land him where he wanted him to go.
"Here he is, Wild," he called out. "I ~etched
ther galoot jest as he was goin' ter git his horse
ter ride away. I reckon he thought it wouldn't
be healthy for him if he stayed around here any
longer. I told him that Carrol wants ter see
him about money matters. Ha! ha! ha!"
There were about a dozen men following, and
as Red Carney came to a halt -near Wild and
Jim, who were standing a little distance from
the 1·est of the party, on e of them called out:
"What's the matter, Red?"
"This here feller caught me when I wasn't lookin' an' got ther drop on me. He seems ter think
as though I charged ther tenderfoot too much
ter take him over to Ranch Forty, yisterday.
But I didn't"know as there's any trouble about it.
It's all a mystery ter me. If ther tenderfoot
thinks I did cha1·ge him too much I'm willin' ter
give him back somethin'. I• will admit I did
double up on him. I believe I told him I'd do
it fur ten dollars, an' when ,ve got there I
charged him twenty. I'll give him ther ten dollars back, if he wants it."
"Come here, Carrol!" Wild caled out, sharply.
The young man quickly ran from the station
platform. He was quite excited, for when he
saw the thief standing there he knew what was
likely to happen.
· .
"Carrol," said our hero, coolly, "you Just tell
these men what Red Carney did to you yesterday. Don't make many words of it; just tell
it -quickly."
,
The tenderfoot started to talk, but was interrupted r,ght away by several of the men who
started yelling their protests.
"Gentlemen," said Wild, turning to them, coolly 1 "I reckon yQU had better keep a little quiet.
If you want to know wnat is the trouble, and
then refuse to listen, it looks as though you are
in sympathy with the thief."
"Thief, eh?" one of them retorted. "Who's a
thief?"
"Red Carney!"
"You're a liar, young feller! I've known Red
for five years, an' he wouldn't steal a cent's
worth from anybody."
The words were scarcely out of his mouth
when the young deadshot stepped over, pushing
his way through the crowd until he came to the
speaker. ·
"So you think I am a liar, do you?" he said,
a faint smile shQwing about his lips.
•
"That's what I said, young feller."
Spat! As quick as a flash the boy's fist shot
out and caught the man squarely on the mouth.
He staggered back against a bank at the side of
the road and before he could recover himself Wild
hit him again; this time he Tolled over in the
ditch.
"That's the way I generally treat those who
tell me I lie," Wild said, as he turned and walked
back, just as though nothing WQrthy of mention
had occurred.
It must have been that the boy's extreme audacity and wonderful coolness took effect upon
the rest of the men in the crowd, for not one of
them offered to utter a word of protest or lay a
hand upon him. The man scrambled to his feet
and yelled out, loudly:

l1

"Give me a gun, somebody! Give me a gun I
I'm goin' ter shoot daylight through· that boy!"
"Do yer want a gun, you sneakin' coyote?"
Cheyenne -Charlie answered, as he leaped from
the back of his horse and started toward the man.
"Here's one for yer."
But when the fellow saw that the gun was
leveled directly at his breast he turned pale and
answered:
"Don't shoot! Don't shoot!"
"You shut up, then. If I hear anotl\er word
out of you I'll clip a piece off your ear, blamed
if I don't!"
But few of the men were armed, it seemed,
and those who wei-e evidently thought it wise not
to draw a weapon.
"Now, then, gentlemen, are you going to listen
to what the tenderfoot has to say?" Wild asked.
There was no reply, but a st,rict silence prevailed.
,
"Go a.head, Carrol," the boy said:
Carrol lost no time in telling of the treacherous
way Red Carney had acted, and how he had
agreed to give him twenty dollars, when instead
of accepting it he snatched the wallet that contained the three hundred dollars, and then made
off. The thief was actually trembling now, for
he had seen enough in the past few minutes tQ
make him understand that he had little show.
He did not offer to deny the story, and after a
short silence one of the half-drunken men in the
crowd said:
"Is that story true, Red?"
"I didn't tell him he ha.d ter give me ther
money," was the reply. "I jest hinted that it
might be well if he was ter make me a present
of ther whole pile an' keep ther twenty dollars
himself."
"That is not so," spoke up Carrol, who now
was very cool, since he saw how well Young
Wild West and his partners had them in hand.
"I've gone an' spent nigh fifty dollars of ther
money;• said Red Carney, shaking his head and
looking at the ground.
"Well, hand over the rest and I will call it
square," the tenderfoot retorted, eagerly.
"An' yer WQn't press no charge ag'in me with
ther justice of ther peace?"
"No; I think this will be a lesson for you,
anyhow. The next time you meet a tenderfoot
you probably will not rob him."
Red Carney brightened up wonderfully. He
quickly went through his pockets and produced
all but fifty dollars of the money.
"I ain't got ther wallet," he said, as he stepped
up and handed the money to its rightful owner.
"I chucked that away in ther bushes as I rode
along. I never did have no use for a wallet."
"Well, I can afford to lose that, all right. I
will consider that it cost me just fifty dollars to
be shown the house and buildings of Ranch Forty.
Not a man in the crowd had a word to say now.
Some of them looked disgusted, and it was a
pretty sure thing that though they had been
warm friends of the villain but a short time before, they were now turning against him. But
this was probably due to the fact that he no
longer possessed money to buy liquor for them.
"Now, then, Red Carney," said Wild, nodding
to the rascally cowboy, "Cheyenne Charlie says
you were about to get you1· horse and ride away
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when he caught yon. That being the case, I
advise you to go ahead and can:y out your pian.
I hardly think it will be very healthy for you
around these parts any longer. You will find
that the very men who were so friendly to you
since you stole the money were be apt to 6 0
against you. What do you think about it?''
"I'll light out jest a s soon a s you'll let me,
young feJl!!r,"
. "All right! you are at liberty to go just as
soon a s you like."
"You're Young Wild West, ain't yer?" the man
a sked, a s he started to walk away.
"That's just who I happen to be."
"Well, let me tell yer somethin'. I've b£en
putty well crushed, I have, but don't yer think
that I'll ever for.git it. An' there may be a way
for me ter git square some time or other•. Ther
chances are I'll meet yer an' your pards an' that
tender foot again some time. Good-by, till I do."
The young deadshot smiled at this.
"It will be good-by to you for good if you
do happen to meet u s again, I reckon," he retorted. "Move on, now, or I'll shoot off the heels
of your boots for you!"
"Oh, I ain't goin' ter be in no particular hurry,"
was the defiant retort.
"Is that so?"
Wild whipped out a revolver in a twinkling.
Crack! He fired a shot, and Red Carney leaped
into the air as tho.ugh he had si.ddenly stepped
upon a reel-hot iron. Crack! The second bullet
hit the heel of his other boot, and Jetting out a
yell he started on a run as though for his life:
"Whoopee! whoopee! wow! wow! yip! yip!
yip!" yelled Cheyenne Charlie, waving his hat.
"If there's any galoot here as thinks this ain't
right, jest, let him open his mouth. I feel jest
like warmin' things up a r ound this one-horse
town, blamed if I don't! Whoopee! whoopee!"
But whether any one did think it was not right
or not cannot be said, since no one uttered a
word of protest. Two or three of the men joined in cheering with th e scout. This plea se<l
Charlie not a little, and, nodding to them, he
called out:
"I reckon you galoots are about drunk enough
as yer are. But I'll take yer over to the whiskymill an' treat yer, anyhow. Come on. Any ORe
as don't like me needn't come."
Leaving his horse standing with the rest, the
scout strode toward the hotel. If the crowd
could be judged by the actions of those comprising it, everybod'y had taken a sudden liking for
the scout, for not one of them remained behind,
hut all piled after him and went into the barJoom. Wild knew. quite well that there was little
or no danger of Charlie getting into trouble, so
he waited until Carrol's tl'unk had been placed
upon the buckboal'd and tied so it could not fall
off, and then he proposed that they all go in to
the hotel and have something in the line of l'efreshments, while the horses were resting. Of
course, t his · suited all hands pretty well, and
when the Cow Girl Queen rode. to the front of
the hotel with Arietta, the proprietor's wife and
two daughters came out to them in a . hurry.
Dolly McKenzie was well known there, it seemed,
and the woman and her daughters showed the
·
greatest respect for her.
"Come right in, girls I" the landlord's wife call-

ed out, smilingly. "I'm very glad ther trouble
is over. This place has been in an uproar ever
since Red Carney landed here last night an'
started to spend his 111oney. · l'm glad it's all over.
Somethin' told me that it was goin' to wind
bad for that man, for it's seldom that he has any
money, an' when he does git it it's generally
thought that he comes by it in a dishonest way.
·
Corne right in."
The girls quickly dismounted and followed her
rnto a pleasant little sitting-room that overlooked
the street. Wild, Jim and Carrol were not long
in Jommg them them. Then _soda and gingerpop were ordered, a~d finally Wild thought a
little bite would not go amiss. He found that the
mistress of the house could- provide them with
chicken sandwiches, so the order was promptly
giv~n. Of course, coffee would go very well with
the sandwiches, so this was b r ought in, too.
Cheyenne Charlie came in in time to partake of
the sandwiches and coffee, and the smile on his
face told quite plainly that he had been having
a pretty good time with the crowd.
"Why, there ain't a bad galoot in ther whole
crowd, Wild," he declared, · shaking his head.
"Even that feller yo11 knocked down seemed ter
be all right. He told me two or three times
ter tell yer that he ain't a bit sore ag'in yer for
what you done."
"Well, I hope he isn't," the boy replied, with
a smile. "N.ext time maybe he'll be a little careful how he gives the lie to a fellow."
"He says he will," and the scout laughed again.
"An' he says he won't never call a man or boy
a liar again. ·even though he knows he does lie.
Ha! ha! ha!"
No one appeared to know which way Red Carney had gone when he left the hotel, but all were
satisfied that he had Jost no time in riding away
after Wild had started him on the run from the
depot. After a wait of a little over an hour, our
friend s got ready to ride bacl~ to Ranch Forty.
The buckboard, containing Carrol and the darky
driver, with the trunk and suitcase, started about
ten minutes ahead, and the team being in fine
feetle for the home ward trip, covered the ground
rapidly. This gave Young Wild West and the
rest a chance to let out their horses, and a s they
rode away from the hotel the crowd joined in a
. cheer, to a man. There were hurrahs for Young
Wild West a s well as for the Cow Girl Queen,
who seemed to be quite a favorite with them.
It was over half a n hour befo1•e the riders over took the buckboard, and then tl1e rest of the
journey was made at a slower pace. Mrs. Penton was delighted when she found that Car rol
had recovered his money and suitcase.
"Now, then, I s'pose you'll w ant ter throw
a side Dan's clothes an' put on your own," she
observed, with a smile.
"Yes, I sup pose I may a s well," was the reply.
"I've just about the kind of clothing that will
suit, I think."
"Well, suit your self. Dan's got plenty of
clothes hangin' up, so you're welcome to them
you have got on if you want them."
But Carrol thought his own would fit him a
little better, so he was not long in making the
change. When he came out with a fancy blue
shirt and corduroy trousers a little later he cer' tainly looked all right.
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"I've got a sombrero I paid six dollars for in
New York, too," he said. "I suppose I had better get it and let you see how •I look in it."
"Certa,,uy," Wild answered, so the tenderfoot
was not long in fetching the hat.
"Now, then," said the scout, nodding his approval, "yer want ter git a big red an' yaller
necktie. That will set off that blue shirt fine,
in my way of thinkin'."
There was a laugh at this, for Charlie's taste
in colors struck the girls as being somewhat
comical. But there was no doubt that he meant
it, for he seemed somewhat surprised.
"What are yer laughin' at?" he asked. "Don't
yer think I know what looks right?"
"Well, I am sorry to say that I haven't such
a tie as you name. That reminds me that I
forget to put ,on one. I will go and find the best
one I have, Charlie."
Then he went off to his room again and soon
came out with a blue and white striped tie.
"That ain't ther thing, Carrol," and Charlie·
shoo"k his head in disgust.
"Yes, it is," spoke up Dolly McKenzie. "He
couldn't have selected a better one. Ralph, you
certainly make a handsome cowboy."
"Thank you for that, Dolly," was the blushing
retort.
·
"Well, I mean what I• say," she declared. "I'm
not given to flattering, am I, mother?"
"Yer never was, Dolly," answered the mother,
gravely. "I'll agree with yer when you say that
Ralph is handsome."
This caused a titter, for girls will laugh at
such remarks, and boys and men are I\Ot much
better.
"Well, Carrol," said Wild, about an hour after
the dinner had been eaten, "do you feel as though
you would like to take a canter over the range?"
"Yes, Wild," was the quick reply. "Where are
you going?"
"Nowhere in particular, but it strikes me that
we might be able to run across the five rascals
you had the trouble with yesterday. Something
seems to tell me that they have not gone very
far away from the ranch."
"Well I will be only too glad to go with you. I
suppose' Charlie and Jim will ga, too."
"Oh, yes, if they want to."
"You bet your life I want ter go!" the scout
apoke up, quickly.
"So do I!" Jim added.
"Well come on, then. We will show the tenderfoot ;,,,hat real riding is."
So saying, Wild left the house and started for
the stable. It was not long before they had their
horses saddled, Carrol using the one he had ridden over the day before, since no one had laid
claim to the animal as yet. The fact was, they
had forgotten to mention anythiI\g about the .
horse when they were at Jig Town, but our hero
was still of the opinion that Red Carney was
not the owner of it. When they were ready they
set out at a canter, taking a northeasterly direction from the ranch.
CHAPTER VI.-Red Carney Meets Friends.
Red Carney rode away from Jig Town breathing vengeance upon Young Wild West and his
partners, as well as the tenderfoot, who had caus-
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ed all the trouble. Re would not have been afraid
to remain there, even if it became known that he
was a thief, since he had the majority of those
who hung around the hotel afraid of him. But
the two shots Young Wild West fired at him satisfied him that the quicker he got away the
better it would be for him. He was not long in
saddling his horse and riding away to the southeast. Just where he was going the villain had
no idea. He simply wanted to get away from
Young Wild West and his companions for a time.
He struck a trail that was further to the east.
This led to a ranch that was easily forty miles
from the line of the railroad. On he rode until
he had covered probably fifteen miles. By this
time he had reached a very wild part of the
country, and as his horse was tired, he decided
to come to a halt. Red had just about made up
his mind to do this when, in taking a look ahead
of him, he saw a column of smoke rising from
behind a high, rocky projection, something like
two hundred yards distant.
"Some one has just started a fire, I reckon!"
he exclaimed, under his breath. "Well, since I
know it can't be Young Wild West, I reckon I'll
go an' see who it is."
He quickly picked out the shortest way to get
around to the spot where the fire must be, and
then let hi horse go forward at a walk. Two
minutes later he turned sharply to the right
and saw five men gathered under an overhanging ledge. One of them was busy with a fire,
and as the vi1lain looked at them he gave a
start and then an exclamation of satisfaction left
his lips.
"Friends of mine, by Jingo!" he muttered.
"Well, this is what I call a mighty good piece of
luck. It's Bull Davis an' his gang what was discharged ther other day by Dan Penton."
SU're enough, the five cowboys who had captured the tenderfoot and Dolly McKenzie the day
before were in camp under the ridge. They had
not yet seen Red Carney, and it was not until
he called out to them that they knew of his
presence.
"Hello I" cried Bull Davis, leaping to his feet.
"Why, it's Red Carney, or I'm a blame coyote!
Hello, Red I What are yer doin' around here
alone?"
"Oh, I've been takin' a ride around for my
health, Bull," was the reply, as the rascally fellow rode up. "Say, but I'm mighty glad ter see
you fellers."
"We're mighty glad to see you, too," Bull answered, quickly. "Ain't we, boys?"
"You kin bet on that!" Boots spoke up. his
face wreathed in smiles.
The rest expressed their satisfaction at meeting Carney, too, and then the villain dismounted,
and after looking at his surroundings for a moment gave a nod of satisfaction.
"You have been ridin' putty hard, I reckon,"
observed one of them as he looked at the tired
mustang. "Where did you come from, Red?"
"I jest came down from Jig Town. I didn't
make a stop on ther way till jest about ten
seconds afore I seen ther smoke from your fire.
I stopped ter give my nag a rest, but when I seen
ther smoke I reckoned that I'd better find out
who was here."
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"Must be important business you're on, Red?"
said Bull Davis, questioningly .
"Well, not exactly. All ther importance there
was ter ii was that I had ter git away from Jig
Town in a hurry, that's all."
The rascally cowboys looked at each other.
"I may as well tell yer ther whole truth about
it," went on Red, as he unbuckled the girths and
threw the saddle from his horse. "Young Wild
West hustled me out of ther blamed old town."
He was watching the men closely as he said
this, and when he saw them start, simultaneous ly,
he readily guessed that they knew Young Wild
West.
.
"So yer met that fresh kid of a deadshot, did
yere?" Davis asked, after a pause. "Well, we
had some doin's with him yisterday afternoon."
"I'll bet you didn't make out very good," and
the vestige of a smile showed on Red's face.
"Not amazingly well," admitted Bull, shrugging
l1is shoulders. "He's a mighty cool boy, ain't he?"
"Well, I never seen any one as was half as
cool," declared Red, a frown showing on his face.
"But jest listen. I'll tell yer my story, an' then
if you're of a notion ter, you kin tell me yours."
"Well, I reckon we know what started ther
trouble," interrupted the leader of the cowboys.
"You robbed ther tenderfoot, didn't yer?"
"How did you ¼now that?"
"Well, we met him afterwards. That's why
we got into trouble. But, never mind; go on with
your story, Red."
For a wonder, Carney told everything just as
it had happened. He did not seem a bit abashed
when he told how he had been handled by Cheyenne Charlie and Young Wild West, but seemed
to be rather proud of the recital.
"Well, I reckon nobody here blames yer for
actin' as yer did, Red," said Bull, after thinking
for a moment. "YQu knowed putty well who ypu
was up :::.g'in, an' ther only way for you ter git
out of it with a whole skin was ter take your
medicine. Now, then, I'll tell yer what Young
Wild West done ter us."
Bull then told a story to the effect that while
they were frightened the Cow Girl Queen and
the tenderfoot, Young Wild West and his partners had ridden up and surprised them. There
was nothing to do, he said, but to light out when
they were told to do so.
"Ther young galoot fired five times, an' each
of us got a bullet through our hats. You kin
see that Boots an' Jarvey ain't go no hats," he
added, as he nodded to the two men. "That's
'cause they had 'em knocked off by ther bullets.
Of course, it wasn't their business ter go back
an' pick 'em up."
"I reckon not," and Red grinned broadly. "But
say, what did yer start that fire for?"
"Well, we didn't have much in ther way of a
breakfast, so we thought we would have an early
dinner," Boots answered, for it was he who was
taking care of the camp-fire.
"Got anything ter eat?"
"We've got a side of bacon an' some cornmeal
an' taters. We've got some coffee, too, but nothin' in ther way of sugar."
· "Well I reckon what you have got will do. I
don't s'pose you'll object ter lettin' me eat with
yer."
"Sartinly 11 We · won't, Red," Bull answered,

quickly. "You oughter know us well enough for
that. We've met lots of times in Jig Town an' I
reckon we've alwal'5 been friends.!'
"We always have been, Bull, an' if we ever
should be friends, now is ther time. It seems ter
me that we've got somethin' on hand that's in
common with all of us."
"Well, we've made up our minds ter git square
with Young Wild West, i~ it takes a week ter do
it," declared the leader of the five cowboys.
' An' I've made up my mind ter do ther same
thing; But I want ter git square with that tenderfoot, too, an' I want that money once more in
my paws. I'll bet if I git hold of it again there
ain't no galoot livin' as will make me give it up."
"Young Wild West must be stoppin' at Ranch
Forty, then?" observed one of the others, after
a pause.
"Oh, I s'pose he means ter stay there for a
few days. He come up with ther tenderfoot ter
git his trunk at ther station. I s'pose he thought
it wouldn't be safe ter let him come over with
ther nigger in ther buckboard. 'Most likely he
thought you fellers was layin' around somewhere
ter git revenge."
"Well, we ain't been so very far away. But
we didn't happen to see 'em come over ter ther
ranch this mornin'. That ridge over there shuts
off our view in that direction, yer know."
Boots, who had got the fite going about the
way .he wanted it to, now proceeded to put some
potatoes over the coals.
"'We've only got nineteen taters," he said, after
he had finished his task. "There's six of us, so
that will me;:tn three apiece, an' one over. I reckon
we'll be able ter ,git somethin' more in ther eatin' line to-night, though. Maybe this meal will
be the last we'll git to-day, so we had better make
the best of it. There's enough bacon here ter
grease all our chops in fine shape, so there ain't
no need of wqrryin'. I'll stir up ther cornmeal
an' make some old-fashioned hoe cakes, ther same
as ther niggers do down South."
"That will be all right, Boots," Bull Davis declared. "You go ahead an' take your time about
it. So long as you git ther grub ready by twelve
o'clock nobody will do any kickin'."
Having tied his horse so it might graze upon
the short grass that grew along at the foot of
the high bank, Red Carney came and sat down
at the side of Davis. Then the two talked for
nearly half an hour, the the.me of their conversation being Young Wild West. After each had
made several suggestions it was finally decided
that they would stay in the vicinity of Ranch
Forty and watch for a chance to shoot the boy
from ambush.
"Of course, that means his pards has got ter
git it, too," added Red. "With them three out of
tlier way I reckon it will be mighty easy ter make
a raid on the ranch. There won't be no one there
but ther cow girls an' ther tenderfoot. Of course,
ther nigger an' them two heathens Young Wild
West has got with him won't count for much."
"No, they kin be scared ter death in no time,"
answered Bull. "But do yer know one thing,
Red," and he turned and looked sharply at the
villain. "I've took a mighty strong notion tei:
Doll McKenzie."
"I reckon lots around this part of ,thei,; co}l,!\trJ'
has done that," and Red laughed. -''But yer' aon'I •
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think she would take any stock in you, do yer,
Bull?"
"Of course she wouldn't, but what's that got
ter do with it? If we're goin' ter raid ther ranch
we might as well go a little deeper in ther business."
"Oh, I see what you're drivin' at. You want
ter git a wife, whether ther gal is willin' or not,
an' you have picked out Dan Penton's step-darter."
"That's it exactly."
"Well, I don't know but what we might as well
all take wives. There's sartinly enough of 'em
at Ranch Forty. There's three gals with Young
\Vild West, an' with ther four what's helpin'
ther Cow Girl Queen out, that makes seven, besides her. You want her, you say? Well, if
ther five of us what's left can't pick. out brides
from seven, I reckon we oughter git no wives.
Ha! ha! ha!
It was evident that none of the villains had
thought of such a fiendish scheme before, but all
but Boots took to it at once. He shook his head
and said nothing. Red noticed this, and looking
at him sharply, he said:
"What's ther matter with you, Boots? Ain't
you thinkin' of havin' a wife?"
"No," was the quick reply. "I've got a- wife
somewhere in Missouri. I'll help clean up Young
- vVild West, an' I'll jine in stealin' whatever we
kin git at ther ranch, but I won't have nothin'
ter do with touchin' ther gals."
There was a short silence. and then a burst
of laughter went up. To the c~~pantons ~f
Boots he seemed to be in a rather r1d1culous position.
"What do yer think of him, anyway, Bull?" Red
asked, looking at the cowboy leader.
"Well, Boots always was a queer sort of galoot " was the reply. "Ife says he don't believe
in ;tealin' an' things like that; yet I take notice
that he always does his -part of it when there's
a chance. Never mind about Boots. This thing
will be all right. If we kin git Young Wild
West an' his pards, ther rest of it will be mighty
easy. If I have my way about it, we'll sneak up
ter ther ranch house this very night. Then we'll
trust ter luck for what's ter foller. We needn't
take too much risk, yer know."
"Good!" exclaimed the fellow called Jarvey,
while the rest _q uickly nodded their approval.
"I'm with yer on that," declared Red, when he
saw that it was unanimous that they should act
in accordance with the advice of Bull Davis. "We
may as well stay right here till its gits dark, and
then we'll strike out for ther ranch."

CHAPTER VIL-The Tenderfoot Takes A Little
Practice At. Riding.
Wild with his two partners and the tenderfoot,
rode aiong at a swift gallop. Though he was
somewhat stiff from his experience of the day
before Ralph Carrol resolved· to stick it out and
get us~d to the saddle as quickly as possible. The
four rode about ten miles out upoh the range,
passing within half a mile of the very spot where
the six villains were in camp. But the high ridge
that lay between them shut off all view of the
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place, so of course they could not see them. But
they did see a ranch lying about five miles off,
to the :right, so Wild suggested that they ride
over there and ask if the discharged villains had
bee:r-1 seen by any one belonging to the ranch.
It was not long before they saw two cowboys
driving in some stragg-!ing cattle, and then they
rode forward to meet them. The cowboys were
very quick to see them, and when they f.ound
they were talking to Young Wild West they
1·aised their hats in the air and gave him a cheer.
It seemed that the boy was well known, no matter what part of the West he went to. But Wild
was so used to being made a whole lot of that it
was an old thing to him, and though it was
bound to cause a feeling of pride within him,
he never acted as though he felt the least bit important.
"That's all right, boys," he said to the chee1·ing
cowboys. "Never mir.d about my beir\<s the Champion Dead shot; I just want you to take ,me the
same as you would any other boy you meet. But
we rode over here to ask you a question. Have
you seen anything of five men riciing about with
notliing to do?"
"No," was the reply from one of them. "I
s'pose yer mean them galoots what Dan Preston
discharged afore he went away on business?"
"They are the ones we mean."
"Well, I don't see what they would be hangin'
around these parts for. It ain't likely that any
one what knows Dan would hire 'em."
"Well, we've reason to believe that they are
not very far from Ranch Forty. They were pret. ty close· there yesterday, as we happen to know."
"Is that so?" the other cowboy asked, looking
surprise<l. "Was they up ter anything wrong?"
"Well, I should say they were."
Then Wild related how the five scoundrels had
capture,! Carrol and the Cow Girl Queen.
"Well,'' said Wild, after several comments bad
been made by all hands, "if you fellows happen
to see anything of Bull Davis and his companions you will know what to do. You had better
let it be known to the rest of the men you meet,
too. I told them they could go free and advised
them to leave this part of the country. But I
hardly believe they will even think of doing that.
The chances are they are so sore against me for
spoilin,g their little game tbat they will wan t to
get revenge by killing me. Such th_ings happen
right along, you know. A bad man never seems
to know when he's well off."
"Well, you kin bet that if we run across that
gang there will be some shootin' done," declared
one of the cowboys, his eyes flashing.
· "You l:ad better look out for them," advised
Carrol. "They are dangerous chai·acters, I am
sure. The fact that they have stooped so low as
to threaten to take the Cow Girl Queen away
from her home is proof that they will do anything
that is vile."
"That's all right, my friend. But I ain't afraid
of Bull Davis, nor I never was. He kin shoot
putty quick, but I reckon there's others around
here as kin, too."
·
The cowboy tapped the butt of his big re- ·
volver, significantly. The two men were not a
little excited over what they had learned, and
as our friends finally left them they J~oked back
and saw them riding tow.arc! the ranch. , •
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"Well, boys," sa.d Wild, "I reckon there will be
quite a few on the lookout for the five villains
now. If they do happen to remain in the vicinity
of Ranch Forty it is quite likely they will get
into trouble. Come on. We may as well go back
now. If I knew where we were likely to find
them I would be willing to ride until dark. But
I don't, so we will go back. I think you have
had quite enough of it for to-day, anyhow, Carrol."
"Well, I am getting more used to it all the
time," the tenderfoot retorted, smilingly.
"Well, to-morrow morning you can strike in
again and keep it up all day. Then I think you
will say that it begins to come natura.l to you
to be in the saddle."
Both Wild and his partnel'S knew about the
direction the ranch lay from where they were,
so they struck out in a straight course for it.
Though they had to ride over some rough ground
on the way, they cut off three or four miles by
doing it, and at length they rode over a rise and
saw . the ranch house and other buildings lying
less than three mlies away.
"Now, then, Carrol," said ·wild, turning to 'the
tenderfoot, "I will give you a race to the stable.
Come on."
"All right, Wild," was the repwly. "I'm with
you."
The young man urged his mustang forward.
But of course Wild beat him and the re9t soon
joined them. As they dismounted in front of the
stable, Mose, the darky, suddenly appeared, acting as though something was decidedly wrong
with him.
"What's ther matter with you, Snowball?"
Charlie asked, sharply.
"That Chinee done cheat me, sar," was the
hesitating reply.
"Cheated you, eh?" spoke up Wild, looking at
him in surprise. "You don't mean to say that
you have been gambling with him, have you?"
"I done play a little dice game with him," admitted the darky, sheepishly.
"Didn't I tell you not to gamble with him?"
"Dat am right, sar. But I t'ink it all rig}_it to
chuck dice with Marser Hop. He say he no
cheat."
"How much money did he win?"
"All dat I have, sar."
"Well, I don't know but that it serves you
about right. But I suppose I will have to make
him give it back to you. Where is he?"
"He done jump out of de window when he
hear you come, sar."
Just then Charlie saw Hop making his way
hurriedly toward the rear of the house.
"Come here, you heathen!" he shouted. "I
reckon you're wanted."
"Allee light, Misler Charlie," came the reply,
and then Hop started toward them.
He was smiling blandly when he came up, and
not paying a bit of attention to the four who
had arrived shortly before, he walked over to
the darky and handed him a handful of money.
Mose looked much relieved.
"Dat settles it, Marser Hop.!" he exclaimed.
"I won't gamble with you no more."
"Just count that over an' see if it's right," advised the scout.
"L'at a!iec samee light, Misler Charlie," Hop

spo!te up, grinning at the scout. "Me no makee
um mistakee. Me velly smartee Chinee. Um
blackee man allee samee foolee. Me showee him
um dice and len he wantee play for money. Me
no wantee play, but he coaxed me velly muchee,
and len me play. Me no helpee if me winee."
"Oh, of course not," said Charlie, sarcastically.
"You couldn't help winnin'. I know that. I
s'pose yer used them trick dice of yours on the
nigger."
Ralph Carroll was very much amused.
"What a funny fellow Hop is!" he exclaimed.
"I should like you to get him to give a sleightof-hand performance at the house some time,
Wild."
"Well, he will only be too glad to oblige, Carrol," was the reply. "Hop is always willing to
show his cleverness. But I don't blame him
much for it since there are not many who can
beat him at that sort of thing."
"Me givee nicee lillee magic show to-night, so
be," said Hop, nodding to the tenderfoot.
Then Carrol turned to Wild and said, laughingly:
"You almost made me believe that I could beat
you. But I should have known better. Charlie
just told me, as we rode up, that there never
was a horse that could hold its own with Spitfire. How could I expect this bony mustang to
keep up with you?"
"Well, that bony mustang can certainly cover
the ground," declared our hero, shaking his head.
"But Spitfire can beat him easily, of course."
"Yes, and both Charlie's and Jim's horses can
do it, too, I am sure."
"Well, perhaps they can. Charlie and Jim always see to it that they have the best in the line
of horseflesh that can be bought. I have owned
Spitfire for three or four years now, and I am
glad I have been lucky enough to keep him. It
isn't every one who can keep a horse that length
of time in this part of the country."
"You mean that a good horse is likely to be
stolen, I suppose?"
"Well, yes. But Spitfire has been stolen two or
three times. However, I wasn't long in recovering •
him each time. But that is not the main thing.
When a fellow is mixed up with bad redskins and
outlaws his horse is liable to get shot, you know."
"I should think so; and the fellow runs a
big risk, too."
"Well, we have run lots of risks, Spitfire and
I, but we have always come out safe and sound."
Hop sneaked away now, and then Mose quietly
slipped into the stable and insisted on taking care
of the four horses that had just come in. A few
minutes later our hero and his companions joined
the girls on the porch of the house. Carrol related his racing experience, and laughed heartily
as he told how he had really thought he was
goin,g to win when Wild beg~~ falling ·oenind.
"But never mind," he added, "I am going to
try and buy a horse that is almost as good as
Spitfire. Then I will be able to make a better
showing, perhaps."
CHAPTER VIII.-Preparing for the Clean-Up.
At the supper table, Ralph Carrol announced
that Hop W:,.h would give an entertainment for
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tne1r benefit that evening, and the Cow Girl
Queen and her mother became very much inter,;
ested, right away. The cow girls had straightened out things on the range, so there was no necessity for them being out any more that day, and
they were at the table with the rest. Only one
of them seemed to have very much to say, ibut
as the meal progressed the others were gradually
drawn out, and soon they showed themselves to
be quite vivacious. Meanwhile, the tenderfoot
was falling deeper in love every minute with the
pretty step-daughter of 4.is uncle. They all remained a rather long time at the table, and finally, when our friends got up and went out on
the porch, the sun was just going down below the
line of the western horizon. · It was just then
that Hop came hurrying to the front of the
house.
"Misler Wild," said he, "me likee tellee you
somethling, so be."
"What is it, Hop?" he· asked.
"Me eatee my suppee "i.illee while a.go in um
kitchen," Hop went on to say. "Len me takee
lillee ·walk to um hill back lere. Me lookee lound
and pletty soonee me se two, thlee men hully
uppee and gittee in um wqods. · Maybe ley allee
samee um bad 'Melican mans we findee yesterday."
"By jingo, Hop I the chances are-they are the
ones you saw. Just show me about where they
were, will you?"
The clever Chinee led the way to a little hill
that was not · more than a hundred yards from
the rear of the house, and where there was quite
a strip of big bushes, and once there, Wild peered
through the bushes in the direction he pointed.
There was quite a patch of timber about a quarter of a mile away, but the boy was unable to
see anything that looked like a human being.
"You are sure you saw .them, Hop?" he questioned, turning to his companion.
"Velly muchee sure, Misler Wild."
"All right, then; as soon as it gets dark I
will go over there and make an investigation. I
will get Charlie to ,go with me."
"Me likee go, too, Misler Wild."
"Well, that won't do. Mrs. Penton and the
girls, as well as Carrol, expect you to give them
an entertainment in magic."
"Allee light. Well, me makee lillee fun, so be,
Misler Wild. If you no comee back when me gittee done, len me comee lookee for you."
"Oh, I won't, be gone very long, Hop. It won't
take long to get over to the woods, you kffow."
"Allee light, Misler Wild."
After waiting for about five minutes ·and seeing nothing ~hat looked at all susp1c1ous, our
hero turnec! and walked leisurely back to the
!:r.--.1t of the ranch house.
1~ ,. anything wrong, Wild?" Arietta asked,
~ously.
"I reckon not, Et," was the reply.
"But Hop acted as thoug'h there was something
wrong," the girl _persisted.
«·JJ '"11, he saw two or three men sneaking
· wound a timber patch not far away, that's o.11.
· But just take it easy, everybody. Charlie and I
will go out and look for them as soon as it gets
dark."
"You bet your life we will!" the scout sooke
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up, delighted .a t• the opportunity of accompanying
the young deadshot on such a mission.
Just before it was beginning to get dark, Wild
suggested that Hop start up his entertainment.
It was already dark enough for the lamps to be
lighted, so all hands went into the house, and
soon the Chinaman was established before a little
table in the center of the big dining-room. Then
he started in on some of the interesting sleightof-hand tricks he was so clever in. When it was
dark, Wild and Charlie left the house. At the
stretch of timber was not more thaI\ a quarter of
a mile away, they decided to go afoot. They did
not take their rifles with them, for they thought
they would have no need of them in the darkness.
The two made their way cautiously along after
they went over the little hill, and keeping their
eyes fixed upon the dark timber that lay beyond,
they continued on their way. The stars were
shining brightly, and from the light they shed,
our two friends could see objects fairly well.
But nothing could they see moving except a
small herd of cattle that was grazi~ off to the
left. It was not until they reached the edge of
the timber that they heard anything that would
suggest the presence of human beings. Then
it was that a crashing in the bushes s ounded,
and as they listened they knew that some one
was pushing through the undergrowth. They remained perfectly still, and soon they heard other
sounds that indicated the approach of men. Lying close to the ground, with a big clump of
bushes to conceal them, they watched and listened.
A minute later dark forms appeared before them,
and then, just as though it was for their benefit
alone, six men stopped within a dozen feet of
them and began talking in low tones.
"Well, here we are putty close to ther house,"
one of them said. "What do yer think about it,
boys? Shall we go on an' make ther raid- tonight, or had we better wait till Young Wild
West an' his pards ,go away in ther mornin'?
Since we settled on what we was goin' ter do
I've been think:rn' it over, an' it sorter strikes
me that it would be a good idea ter raid ther
house an' git hold of ther gals fast. Then that
wonderful boy deadshot an' his pards would sartinly come to look for them, an' we could git a
shot at 'em from ambush, some place or other."
The speaker was Bull Davis, ·and Wild and
Charlie recognized his voice ,t:ight away.
"It seems ter me that it's a good idea you have
got, Bull," Red Carney answered.
Then som·e of the others expressed themselves
·
in the same way.
"Well, there's one -thing sartin," observed Davis
and he shook his head uneasily, as the two watchers could see from their hiding places, "if we
go there to-night there will sartinly be a fight."
Wild gave Charlie a nudge, which meant that
he was well satisfied that there would be a cleanup before many hours. While the boy felt that
it would not be difficult to surprise the villains
and make prisoners of them right then and there,
he thought quickly and decided to Jet them go
their full length.
"Well, if we're goin' ter let it be till mornin'
we might as well settle down somewhere right
here in t4er woods an' wait," said Red Carney,
after a pause. "We kin watch ther house from
here. an' whe.n thev !!'O awav in ther mornin'.
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which they sartinly will, 'cause most likely ther
tenderfoot will want ter take a ride around ther
range, we kin wait till they ,git far enough away,
an' then ride up an' start ther clean-up. Bull's
ter have ther Cqw Girl Queen, while I'll take
Young Wild West's sweetheart-ther one with
ther golden hair. I took a putty good notice of
her yisterday over in Jig Town, an' since it's
been settled that all of us is goin' ter take wives
out of this bunch what's at Ranch Forty, except
Boots, I may as well name ther one I want right
now. I reckon there ain't no objections, is there?"
"None, so far as I know," Bull Davis answered.
"I s'pose it's only right that you should have
your pick, since I've had mine. How about it,
boys?"
·
"Red kin have any one he wants," one of them
replied, while the others were seen by our two
hiding friends to nod assent.
They all seemed to be perfectly satisfied with
giving up the idea of raiding the ranch that
night, and in a very few minutes they made their
way back int.. the woods. Wild and Charlie crept
through the undergrowth and saw them locate
themselves for the night, and then they turned
and crept softly away, and were soon hurrying
back to the house.
"Great gimlets!" exclaimed the scout, when
they were well away from the timber pat.ch, "it's
mighty lucky that Hop seen them galoots, ain't
it, Wild?"
"That's right, Charlie. Hop is · always doing
something that's worth while, though. He has
some pretty bad faults, but his cleverness more
than offsets them. That Chinaman is a real wonder, as I've said many times before."
As they neared the house they could hear peals
of laughter coming from it, which told plainly
that those present at the entertainment were enjoying themselves thoroughly. The two walked in, and then the jollity ceased, whil~ all eyes
were turned upon them.
"Everything is all right," said Wild, assuringly.
"Go ahead with your performance, Hop."
"How did you make out, Wild?" Arietta asked.
"All right, I just said," was the reply. "We
found the villains, and overheard quite an inter.::esting bit of conversation. Red Carney is with
the five cowboys, who were discharged by Mr.
Penton, it seems. They are coming here tomorrow morning as soon as thev see the boys
and myself go away. It seems that they've decided to raid the ranch and pick out wives for
themselves from you girls. What do you think
of that?"
Exclamations of surprise and anger came from
the lips of the girls, while Mrs. Penton held up
her hands in horror. Wild knew that none of
them would be satisfied until they heard all abQut
it, so he related just what he and Charlie had
overheard at the end of the woods.
·
"Well, this is going from bad to worse, I think,"
declared the Cow Girl Queen, her eyes flashing.
"So Bull Davis wants me for his bride, does he?
Well, just wait! If I can draw a bead on him
I will drop him dead in his tracks; I will, as
sure as my name is Dolly McKenzie!"
"I don't blame you in the least for saying that,"
Arietta spoke up, qu'ckly. "And the other villain wants me, does he? Well, this is not the
first time that such things have happened, ·and I
'
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am well satisfied that he will fail, just as others
have done in the past."
' "That's right, Et," said Wild, with a laugh.
"But don't get excited over it. It really amounts
to nothing. We heard them say that there was
going to be a clean-up at Ranch Forty, and you
can bet there will be, too. But they will not be
the ones to do it, however. I reckon we will attend to that part of it."
"A clean-up at Ranch Forty, eh?" observed
Ralph Carrol. "Well, it seems that I have been
the means of causing a whole lot of trouble since
I arrived in Wyoming."•
"It is not your fault, Ralph," Dolly spoke up,
quickly. "Bull Davis and the men he has with
him no doubt feel very · sore because they were
discharged by Dad. They would have made
trouble for us, anyhow, even if you had not arrived, l suppose. But I am awful glad that
Young Wild West and his friends came here, indeed I am."
"Now then, Hop," and Wild turned to the clever
Chinee, "go ahead with you1· jerformance."
"Allee light, Misler Wild," and then Hop proceeded to plant a seed in a flower pot that had
been partly filled with dirt, and cause a beautiful
rise to ,grow from it underneath the big yellow
silk handkerchief. But as the rose was nothing
more than a paper one and was scented with
some sort of cologne, the chances are that it did
not grow, after all. Of course, Wild and his
companions knew very well that it was but IL
clever bit of sleight-of-hand. The cow girls were
very much mystified, as was Dolly and her
mother. Such performances had often been witnessed by the tenderfoot, so he merely laughed
and applauded Hop for his cleverness. Several
similar tricks were performed by Hop, and then
that part of the entertainment wound up.
All hands were in a jolly mood now, so when
Mrs. Penton proposed to call Mose, the darky, in
and let him play his fiddle, the room was cleared and arrangements were made for an oldfashioned dance. Our hero and his companions
caught on to the spirit of the thing, and when
the darky finally appeared and began tuning up
his instrument they were as eager as any of the
rest to proceed.
"Young Wild West has ,got to be floor manager," said Carrol, laughingly.
"All right," was the reply.
"I will take Hop for a partner, if he don't object," spoke up Saddie Nellis, her eyes sparkling
with merriment.
Th_e• clever Chinee was a little surprised, but
he at once bowed and thanked her.
"Me no knowee how to dance likee um 'Melican
man," he tried to explain, "but me do um best
me can, so be."
"Where is the other Chinaman?" Mary Nellis
called out. "I reckon I am not going to be left."
"How about us?" Nellie George asked, putting
on a pout, as though she was offended. .
"You wait till next time and I will dance with
you," -Wild called out.
"All right, that will suit me nice},y," she answered. "I reckon I can afford to wait if I am
going to have the pleasure of dancing with the
famous boy deadshot of the West."
"An' I'll take ther other gal ther next set,"
Cheyenne <Th:ji'lie put in. "'!'here ain't noboq
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goin' ter git left. Hurry up ther game, Wild. be a clean-up at the ranch that morning, the
Ther nigger's got ther fiddle right."
mother and daughter p1·epared a rousing good
A word from Wild caused Mose to strike up meal. There were ham and eggs, fried potatoes,
a lively tune, and then a set was quickly formed hot muffins, piqkles, jam, pancakes and coffee
in the big apartment. Wild and Arietta, and served, and as there was plenty for all hands,
Jim and Eloise were heads, while Hop and his there was no danger of any one gatting up hur,partner took one of the' sides, and Wing, who gry. The two Chinamen and Mose, the darky,
had been found and fairly dragged into the were served in the kitchen, but they had just
dance, with his partner, made the other. The as good as the rest. By the time the meal was
rest declared they would wait until next time. over the sun was showing itself above a distant
But those who did not have the, opportunity to · range. Carrol went to his room and returned
dance certainly enjoyed the scene that followed with a box of cigars.
for the next ten minutes. When the first dance
"I suppose you all smoke, gentlemen," he said,
was over, Mrs. Penton hastened to ,get something nodding to our hero and his partners ..
in the way of refreshments, but before she reAs they were lighting up, Hop stuck his head
turned Mose struck up his fiddle again, so Wild through the doorway of the kitchen and said:
called out for another set to form. He kept his
"Me likee smokee, too, so be."
word, and danced with Nellie George this time,
"Certainly, Hop," and Carrol quickly handed
while Charlie took Kate Gregory as his partner. him a cigar.
The tenderfoot stuck to the Cow Girl Queen,
"Velly muchee 'bligee," and then Hop placed
however, for it seemed that he had no eyes for what seemed to be the identical cigar ,given him
any other girl in the room. Jim and Arietta in his mouth, and biting it off, struck a match
were the other couple, and this time those who and began puffing away.
looked on were treated to a genuine · Western
Wild and his partners knew very well that
dance. Though unusued to the lively ways of the the Chinaman had not thrust himself upon them
others Carrol quickly adopted himself to the for nothing at all. They watched him closely,
style, ~nd he was applauded roundly for it..
and suddenly when the cigar he was puffing at
"This is more pleasure than I've had m a exploded and sent out a streak of red fire, they
long t;me," he declared, as he wip_ed the perspira- understood his game. But the tenderfoot was
tion from his brow at the. conclusion of the dance astounded.
and started to lead his partner out to the porch.
"How could that have happened?" he asked.
There was more dancing after that, and each "Why, I never found anything the matter with
time Carrol led his partner outside, where they those cigars before. That one was loaded, it
talked in very low tones. The rest seemed to seems."
understand what was up, so they gave them all
"That's all right, Carrol," said Wild, quickly.
the opportunity they desired. .
"The heathen is playing another of his jokes.
"If the1·e ain't a weddin' rig:fit here on Ranch That cigar was not the one you gave him. He
Forty afore ther tenderfoot goes back ter New just came in for the purpose of making a little
York, I'll eat my hat," Cheyenne Charlie declared, fun. But I reckon we don't want any fun just
as the festivities were breaking up. "Whoopee! now. We have got business to attend to. Come
wow! wow! Hooray for Ral:eh Carrol, ther ten- on. We will go and saddle our horses."
derfoot an' ther Cow Girl Queen. They're all
Hop looked a little sore because more attenright ~n' they're both all wool an' a yard wide. tion had not been paid to his clever joke. But
Any '.galoot as says they ain't has got ter eat he was not long in following them to the stable.
hot lead!"
"Me wantee go, too, Misler vVild," he said, so
our hero promptly assented.
They had just saddled their horses when ArietCHAPTER IX.-Conclusion.
ta and the Cow Girl Queen came to the stable.
It was but natural that Young Wild West and
"We wan to be ready to join you- when the
his partners should rise very early the next clean-up begins, Wild," said the young deadshot's
morning. When the first streaks of daylight sweetheart. "vVe are going to saddle our horses."
were showing in the east they were up and stir"All right, you can remain right here until
ring. The tenderfoot did not have to be called, you hear shooting," was the reply. "vVe are
either, which showed plainly that he had set going out toward the corral, which, as you see,
his mind to.rising early, and when he came down is but a mile from here. Then we will make it
and found the three sitting in the dining-room appear that we are, out for sport, and will start
he bade them a pleasant good morning and then riding in different direction!; to encircle the coradded:
ral. That will surely draw the villains out, and
"Well, I see you are ready for the clean-up, when they appear we will start the clean-up."
boys?"
The girls understood thoroughly, so without
"That's right, Carrol," Wild answered, quickly. wasting any further time, Wild and his partners
"There is nothing like being early. We want to and the tenderfoot set out, followed by Hop. Durmake all arran,gements, so we will strike out ing the short time they were in the stable, howright after breakfast. We must make the vil- ever, the six villains had been at work. They
lains think we are going for a ride out upon the had taken the risk of riding across a short open
range, you know."
stretch to another piece of timber that lay with"Oh, yes, I supposed you would do that."
in a stone's throw of the very con-al our friends
The talking of the four soon aroused the rest meant to go to. There was a little bunch of
of the inmates of the house, and soon Mrs. Pen- cattle at the further end of the enclosure, and
to~~d her dau_gJ:\te,. wexe busy pi;~wiriIJg 1th~ th~ ra.s ally ru,en 1got clo,-e ~o it tefore our friends
brealffast. . In ~spite ol' the fact that m·e re Wall to were more than half w:iv fhE>r?.
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"I reckon they're oµt for a little sport this
mornin'," said Bull Davis, nodding to his companions, who had all dismounted at a word from
him. "It seems to me, boys, that if we stay
right here we might be able to git ther chance
ter pick 'em off. Maybe that would be better
than goin' to ther hcuse first."
"That's what it' would, Bull!" exclaimed Red
Carney, nodding his approval.
"Well, we'll wait here a while an' see what
tums up, anyhow.
\
.
Wild and his co'lnpanions were not long in
1·eaching the corral.
"How far do you suppose it is around this
enciosure?" Carrol asked, as he took a look ahead.
"About a mile, I should say," Wild ,answered.
"Well, suppose I try and see how far I cango around. You can time me, Wild." ·
"We will let Hop do that," was the reply. "I
will wait until you are at the corner up there,
and then I will start. Then Charlie and Jim can
go around the other way."
"All right; here goes! . Get ready, Hop!"
"Me leddy," the Chinaman replied, .and he
quickly pulled out his watch.
"Go!" ·s aid Wild.
A way went the tenderfoot, as fast as he could.
He was not long in reaching the corner of the
corral, and then he made a sweeping turn and
headed straight for the patch of woods where the
villains were in waiting. When they saw him
coming, Bull Davis and his men grew much ex.cited.
"I'll tell yer what we'll do," Bull exclaimed,
"we'll catch that gaioot an' after we clean him
out we'll tie him to ther back of one of ther
steers back here. T-h at will sartinly make some
excitement. Ther rest will have ter go after
him ter save him, and then we kin do our shootin' !"
Ther,e happened to be a few straggling steers
outside of the corral, and it was to these that
the villain alluded. On came the tenderfoot, never
once suspecting that danger lurked so close at
hand. As he turned the second corner of the
corral, Bull Davis ran forward, lariat in hand.
A clever swing, and Carrol was roped and
dragged to the ground, half stunned. Carrol was
quickly dragged into the woods, and then one of
the villainous cowboys quickly caught a steer.
It did not take them more than two minutes to
lash the tenderfoot to the back of the animal,
Mazeppa style. A stinging cut ,upon the flanks
of the steer sent the animal speeding away.
Meanwhile, Wild had made more than half the
circle around the enclosure. But suddenly a
shout sounded, and the11 he saw Charlie and Jim
come dashing around the upper corner. At the
same · moment the steer appeared with Carrol tied
to its back and yelling loudly for help.
Crack! crack! crack! Char lie and Jim had
caught sight of the villains just as they finished
their fiendish work of tying the helpless man to
the steer, and they were now riding forward,
firing as they came. Bull Davis, Red Carney and
Boots found that they were cut off from their
horses, so they made a rush after the frightened
steers. Wild got his lariat ready to rope the
animal, and as he came within throwing distance
his horse suddenly plunged into a hole and threw
him to the feet.

Then it was that something happened! The
three villains suddenly turned upon Wild, and
then he knew who had tied the man to the steer.
As he grappled with them the Cow Girl Queen
and Arietta came galloping to the corral. Dolly
forced her horse to leap the high fence, so -she
might make a short cut, and Arietta promptly
followed her. They were very close · by as Wild
suddenly found himself struggling with the three
villains.
· "Whoopee!" yelled· Dolly, as she forced her
horse to the fence, swinging her lariat at the
same time. "Arietta, shoot down the scoundrels,
while I catch that steer!"
But Arietta hardly needed to be told what to
do. Crack I crack! Arietta was taking a risk
but she never wavered. The two shots she fire<l1
brought down Bull Davis and Boots. Red Carney uttered a frightened cry and started to run
away, but Wild clutched him by the throat and
threw him heavily to the ground. Shots were
heard from the woods just then, and Wild knew
that it was quite likely that Charley and Jim
had settled the rest of the bunch. Meanwhile,
the Cow Girl Queen quickly overtook the steer,
and with a deft swing of her lariat she roped
the anjmal and caused it to slacken speed. Before she had stopped its . mad career, however,
Hop Wah came riding up. He at once lent her
his assistance and the result was that Carrol was
released from his somewhat perilous position.
Bull Davis and Boots were dead, and Red Carney
was begging for mercy when Dolly came walking back, one hand holding the tenderfoot's arm
and the other the bridlerein of her horse. She
broke into a cheer, and Wild and Arietta prompt-.
ly joined her. Then an .answering shout came, and
soon the scout and Dart came · riding through
the woods.
"Is any - of 'em alive, Wild?" the scout asked,
as he rode up.
·
"Here is one left," was the reply. "They fooled
me a littl, Charlie. There were three of them,
and they sprang upon me when I hardly expected it. But · I reckon it's all right. Arietta
fixed two of them. This fellow is Red Carney."
Red Carney had not been tied. He sat upon
the g1·ound, however, the picture of abject misery
and despair. But suddenly his manner changed,
and springing to his feet he grabbed for Jim's
revolver and succeeded in getting hold of it.
As he was about to . turn it upon our hero the
Cow Girl Q~en fired at him, point blank, and sent
him to the ground with a bullet through hls
heart. That entled the clean-up for fair, and
though the ljves of six miserable ruffians had
been taken, those who had, taken part in the
excitement felt so elated that they broke into a
ringing cheer. .After a few minutes they all
started back for the ranch house, and arriving
there they were greeted .. with more cheering.
This about winds up the story of Young Wild
West and the Cow Girl Queen. We might as
well add that Young Wild West and his friends
heard a few months later that Ralph Carrol
married Dolly McKenzie and took her East when
his vacation expfred, on the1r wedding tri_p.
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
WEST AND THE INDIAN AGENT; o:r,
ARIETTA'S DARING EXPOSE."
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CURRENT NEWS
OSSIFYING, YET IS HAPPY
Nine years on a hospital cot in Cedar Rapids,
Mich., without moving, has not made Anthony
Modjeski despondent. Slowly his body is becoming ossified. He is forty-two. Since he was thirteen, every joint in his body has been growing
solid, and now even the jawbones have become
fixed. It was necessary to pull one of hi s teeth
so a tube might be inserted for food.
"He'il an object lesson of contentment, It does
one good to meet him," saia Dr . A. H. Edwards,
city physician, who has'studied the case for twenty years. Big league baseball, chop suey and
radio are Modjeski's hobbies. F r iends recently
provided a radio set.
LIVED FIVE DAYS TRAVELING IN A BOX
I;ra Colver Sparks of Peru, Ind., was taken
from the steamer Tayo Maru at Honolulu, Jan.
9, after having lived for five days in a box of 31
cubic feet dimensions. He had built the box himself, shipped it to himself at Honolulu via San
Francisco and obtained bill -0f lading. At San
Francisco he ordered the box taken to the
.steamer,' then climbed inside, nailed the cover
down and started his voyage.

For -five days, he said, he lived on tinned goods
and water which he carried in oil cans. He
finally came out, he said, because of loneliness. _
He said he had intended to go to Bombay via
Hong Kong and then work his way to the Holy
Land.
FROGS .FOR PONDS
The Lehigh County, Pa., Game Protective Association distributed 10,000 tadpoles in the
streams and ponds of the county last November,
and hope thus to restore bullfrog hunting as a
sport in this section.
As each applicant received his allotment he
was required to sign a paper in which he not only
agreed to properly plant the embryo frog~ and
take good care of them, but entered into a binding
agreement that he "releases the Lelligh County
Fish and Game Protective Association, its officers
and their successors and assigns from any claims
for damages for loss of sleep or peace of mind
by reason of any croaking, noises or any disturbance whatsoever that may now or hereafter
emanate from any streams or ponds where said
bullfrogs are planted."
The frogs came from the Seate hatchery at
Pleasant Mount, Pa.

IF LOOK! LOOK! .._
A CASH PRIZE LIMERICK CONTEST
NOW RUNNING IN

MOVING ·PICTURE STORIES
_GET ··A COPY AND READ THE CONDITIONS
HIS snappy little fan magazine is giving away prizes in the form of
money and autographed portraits of film stars to writers of the best
limericks. Do not miss this chance to get s@me easy money. Everybody is eligible. Tell all your friends about it. Get in while the getting
is good. It won't last forever. You can read the conditions in "Moving
Picture Stories" No. 523, out January 5, 1923, and all issues after that
one. If you cannot get a copy from your newsdealer send us the price,
7 cents, in money or postage stamps and we will mail a copy to you,
postage free. Address
HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc., 166 West 23d. Street, New York

T

END us the names and addresses of five of your friends whom you
think will read our publications: "Moving Picture Stories," "Wild
West Weekly," "Secret Service," "Pluck and Luck," "Liberty Boys,"
"Work and Win," "Fame and Fortune" and "H::.ippy Days."
We will send you for your trouble, without charge, one of the snappiest,
cleverest detective-story magazines ,you ever read.
HARRY E. WOLFF, PUBLISHER, Inc., 166 W. 23d St., New York City
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GOING IT ALONE
-Or,-

A BOY WITHOUT A HOME
By DICK ELLISON

(A SERIAL STORY)
CHAPTER II.
Out In The World.
So Tom had a free hand, and he smashed the
bully right and left and made him apologize for
his insult. Whipped and cowed thoroughly, Pingree crept back to the sidewalk and began to call
his comrades down for not helping him.
"That will hold you, I guess," said Tom in satisfaction, as he went back to where he had left
his bag. "If there are any of the others who want
to argue with me I will be pleased to accommodate them."
It was apparent that no one of the others cared
to take up the challenge. But one of the boys
called out:
"Going away, Arnold?"
Tom looked back with withering scorn in his
eyes.
"I-am," he said; "I am going as far from Cadiz
as I can go. I do not expect to see any of you
again, and I am free to confess that I am not
sorry. You have all treated me meanly and I
shall have occasion to remember it."
"I guess the old woman was too much for you."
"That is none of your business."
"Oh, that is all right, Arnold. I wish I was
going with you. I would like to see the world,
.too."
Tom paid no heed to this, but picked up his
bag. Then a cry came:
.
"Oh, I say, I guess Billy Scott is coming back
to Cadiz and that is why the old woman gave it to
you. She will be only too glad to know that you
had to get out."
Tom's ears tingled. He felt that this was the
truth. But ·he replied not · and ,v-alked rapidly
away. In a few moments he was at the railroad
station. Ther~ he bought a ticket to a distant
city, which was Indianapolis. He had no idea of
remaining there, but it was his objective point.
His desire was to reach some enterprising town
in the middle West.
Tom observed a well-dressed fellow of about his
own age who also seemed to be observing him
with interest.
After a few moments they met some distance
down the platform and the stranger spoke:
"HE1llo ! Traveling, are you?"
.
"I am about to travel," replied Tom.
"What is your firm?"
Tom was puzzled for a moment.
"What do you mean?"
"What is your line? What firm do you represent?"
"Oh I see," saicf''Tom with enlightenment, "you·
think am a traveling salesman, don't you7"

I

"Sure thing!

Aren't you?

I represent Ward
I am introducing
a new line of neckties and our home office is in
New York City."
"Oh, I see," said Tom with a gasp. "I am not
a salesman, nor have I any sort of a position. But
I mean to have one before long."
The traveler looked puzzled. Then he took a
card from his pocket. On it was printed:
"~eslie Maynard. Wfth Ward & Wells, Church
Street, New York."
'Tom glanced at it awkwardly, and said:
"I am pleased to know you. I have not a card,
but my name is Thomas Arnold."
"Glad to know you, Arnold," said Leslie Maynard, as he held out his hand in a cordial way.
"I suppose that this is your home town?"
"It is."
"I see. So you are looking for a job?"
"That is true."·
"I am afraid that you will have a tough time.
Jobs are scarce now. Times are dull since the
last election. There is a lot of dropping off in
business as the affairs of the country are unsettled. Maybe they will settle down by and by."
Tom was a little awed by the world-wise manner and informed mind of his new acquaintance.
He, however, talked with him in a friendly way.
It seemed as if Leslie was interested in Tom, and
when the train arrived he asked him to occupy
a seat with him. As the train sped on they
chatted.
Tom told many things about his life in Cadiz.
Of course, however, he did not betray the fact
that he was leaving home because of trouble.
He kept all that to himself. All the while the
drummer kept a shrewd watch of him. The tr.ain
thundered on, and soon ·they were far from Cadiz
and the old home of Tom Arnold.
At last Leslie began to ask a few personal
questions. He inquired if Tom had any capital
to begin business with.
.
"Mighty little," said Tom as he pulled out his
pocketbook and revealed a scant ten dollars; "that
would not set· me up in business."
Leslie laughed.
•
"I don't believe it would unless it was a very
small business," he said; "but you might be able
to get along a little while until you had found a
job. That is something."
Tom put the pocketbook back in his pocket
and thought no more of it. On thundered the
train, and at last Leslie announced that they had
crossed the State line and were in Ohio.
"We will be in Indianapolis to-morrow morning," he said; "have you a Pullman berth?"
"I shall sit up," said . Tom quietly. "I can
never sleep on the cars."
"Oh, shucks! Don't be proud. I know that
you have not the money with which to buy a
berth. That is all right. Now I have an upper.
and lower section, and one of them is yours for
nothing. Come on and we will have the porter
make up our beds."
So, in spite of a desire to object, Tom waa
dragged into the Pullman and there he was given
a lower berth in the car. Leslie, who seemed to
be a large-hearted fellow, took the upper ·berth.
& Wells in the middle West.

(To be contlnued.)i
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ITEMS OF GENERAL INTEREST
TENT IS THEIR HOME IN ZERO WEATHER
Because landlords declined to rent them a house
because they have five children, Mr. and Mrs.
Burr Comfort are living in a tent this zero
weather on Belmont Hill, east of Hornell, N. Y.
Comfort ·got work here six months ago. He tried
for weeks to find a house, but failed.
Neighbors thought the parents were cruel iµ
keeping the children in a tent and the officers of
the Steuben Humane Society were notified. They
investigated and found the tent warm and cozy.
"Many families in houses are not any more
comfortable," they said.
•
MONEY HIDDEN IN WOODEN LEG
Jim Cote, ragged and with a wooden leg,.

walked into the police station in White Plains,
N. Y., on Monday and begged for a night's lodgings. He said he was broke and friendless. He
spent the ~ight in jail. Next morning when arranged before Police Sergeant Read. it was noticed that the prisoner keut feeling of the wooden
limb.
.
"What itches you there?" asked the sergeant.
"Nothing, only a lfttle change," was the reply.
A search revealed a secret receptacle in the
wooden leg within which was $90.06. No charge
had been made against Cote and he was allowed
to depart.
GEESE AGED SEVENTY
Wild geese are to play an important part in
•the poultry show at the armory, G1·and Rapids,
Mich.
Henry Stark of Nunica will exhibit many geese
at the show, and among his collection is one pail'
of Canadian geese hatched ten years before the
Civil War. They were trapped on the ea·st side
of the Chesapeake Bay, in Virginia, by Mr.
Stark's uncle. It is believed the geese were three
or four years old when captured, so it is presumed they are past seventy now.
The birds still breed, and a pair of goslins will
be exhibited in the same cage. Besides, Mr.
Stark will exhibit one pair of five-year-old geese,
one pair of three years old and two pairs two
years old. Snow geese also will be shown. The
snow geese often fly with Canadian geese.
English Caller ducks, Wisconsin Mallards and
Brazilian ducks also will be shown. If the weather
is not too cold Mr. Stark will also show a Mallard
duck with her young. The ducks were hatched
three weeks ago and make their home in the cellar. The ducks are often sold to hunters for decoys, while others are sold for pets.
'!These geese will tell of an approaching storm
better than any weather p rophet," says Mr.
Stark. "Three or four days before a storm they
become restless and continually face the no1'th,
apparently wanting to be away."
MEXICAN VOLCANO FUMES AND FRETS
Venerable Mount Popocatepetl has again
thrown off its snow nightcap and is putting on a
smoke sp<!ctacle that may be seen for 100 miles
around. For the past year the volcano has been

showing increasing signs of activity. At intervals it has .sent forth a high column of smoke accompanied by slight earth tremors. These n{anifestations would be followed by a quieting of the
internal fires and it would seem the old mountain was again started on another long slee~
The recent activity is more violent than for
several years, scientists assert. Inhabitants of
Amecameca and other villages at the base of the
mountain are apprehensive of an eruption of gas
and ashes and are prepared to flee. Although occasional sightseers have mounted to the crest of
the volcano during the last year, none has ventured into the crater, due to the fumes of sulphur which now fill that cavity.
It is regarded as unsafe to ascend within several hundred feet of the summit. The smoke
column recently shot straight upward to a height
of about 2,500 feet and then spread out in the
form of a fan until it was dissipated by the air.
The awesome spectacle was witnessed by many
people in Mexico City, including President Alvaro
Obregon, who stood upon the terrace of Chapultepec. Its last eruption was in 1664.
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Little Jack's Death Shot
By KIT CLYDE.
"Courage, Jack; courage, lad! Lay still as
death and perhaps the pirates will not find us."
"I'~ afraid!
Oh, Bob, the blood-thirsty
wretches will surely put us to death if they do
find us, for they have killed all on board save ourselves."
The merchant vessel, Wellington, in the East
Indian trade, lay a helpless, well-nigh dismantled
wreck in the Indian Ocean.
It was in the days when ·buccaneers flourished
in those waters, and piracy on the high seas was
a thing of frequent occurrence.
The portion of the ocean through which the
route of the merchantmen bound for European
ports lay was a favorite cruising ground for the
dreaded buccaneer, Captain Flint, called "the
black pirate," because of his swarthy face and his
dark deeds of crime.
He commanded a large schooner, heavily armed
and iron-sheeted like a war vessel, and he had
become the terror of the Indian merchantmen.
· The two persons whose conversation begin the
narrative were Jack Marian, the son of the captain of the Wellington, and a sailor called Bob
Brenton.
Some hours previously the merchantman, which
was laden with a rich cargo from the Indies, was
attacked by the black pirate.
And when we record the terrified utterances of
Jack Marian and his companion, they lay concealed in the hold of the Wellington.
_ Jack spoke naught but the truth when he · declared the pirates had slain all on board save
themselves.
The pirates were plundering the ship when
Bob Brenton spoke to caution Jack to silence. The
lad was only sixteen, and all on board the Willington loved the bright, active little fellow.
There was a brace of pistols in Bob's belt, and
be told Jack to take one, while he drew the other
in his right hand, as they presently heard the
hoarse voices of the pirates in the hold near them.
The voice of the pirate chief which they had
hea r d on the deck reached them. They heard the
$Warthy sea chief shout fiercely:
"I tell ye, lads, I saw a boy and one sailor flee
from the deck, and rush down the companionway
as I leaped over the rail. The brat and the sailor
are hidden somewhere, but we'll rout 'em out, and
make them walk the plank!"
Nearer and nearer the hiding-place of the only
two survivors of the crew of the doomed ship
came the pirates as they searched the hold for

them.

Little Jack and Bob fairly held their breaths.
They heard the wretches sounding on the partition which separated their place of concealment
from the main hold.
The imperiled ones presently heard the pirates
move on, and .they began to breathe again.
Presently, however, the voice of Captain Flint
sounded very near them again, as he cried out:
"Come. There's no use looking for 'em further.

Hurry up, lads, and get the plunder on our
schooner. I don't like the looks of the vessel we've
sighted to the south. She ain't a regular mano'-war, but she may be one of those confounded
British gunboats that's been cruising after us of
late," added the pirate chief.
Little Jack grasped his hand and pressed it, but
he said nothing.
After that he and the sailor heard the pirates
working away, as they removed the most valuable
portion of the cargo to the deck, thence to be
transferred to their own vessel.
Half an hour elapsed. Then they heard Captain Flint shout the order:
"All hands on deck! We've got to leave this
vessel. The coming craft is a gunboat, sure
enough, and we have barely time to sink this ship
and get off. But the night is at hand, and we'll
elude the gunboat in the darkness."
The words "we have barely time to sink this
ship," seemed to Little Jack and Bob like a knell
of doom.
They believed that there was no escape-t~~
they were doomed to go to the bottom with the iiifated merchantman.
"Better drown in the ship, lad, than show ourselves to the pirates and be put to death by them,"
whispered Bob, grimly.
The moving feet of the phates on the deck overhead sounded presently, and then, after a short
time, all was silence on the doomed ship.
' 1The pirates have gone," said Bob.
After that he and Little Jack waited in terror
and suspense to hear the report of the broadside
from the pirate schooner, with which they knew
the wretches would seek to riddle and sink the
merchantman.
Suddenly the detonation of the heavy guns on
the pirate came crashing upon their hea1·ing, and
they heard the shot strike and shatter and splinter the vessel.
· One great cannon ball went through the side of
the vessel over their heads, and they were covered
with the falling splinters; but neither were hurt.
Suddenly the dull boom of a cannon echoed
from a distance over the sea.
· ·
Bob was crouching upon the floor, but he leaped
to his feet.
"That was not one of the pirate's guns I'm
sure!" he cried.
'
Then he turned a screw in the partition of the
hiding-place and caused a secret sliding door to
open.
Rushing out into the hold, he made his way
followed by Little Jack, to the cabin of the cap~
tain and looked through the window.
Jack was close at his side and bot:[ saw the
pirate making off before the wind, while a formidable-looking gunboat flying the English flag was
in pursuit of her.
Rushing up the companionway, they gained the
deck, and in a moment or so, aided by Jack, the
seaman run up the signal of distress at the head
of the one mast that was yet standing.
The gunboat immediately changed her course
and steamed up to the merchantman. Bob and
Jack were seen from the deck of the former. A
boat was lowered and it JlUlled off to the dismantled ship.
Jack and Bob were taken into the boat, and
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very soon they were· safe on the deck of the English gunboat.
The course of that craft was then again
changed, and she steamed swiftly away after the
black pirate. •
The shadows of the night fell swjftly. But on
and on, like a Nemesis, on the trail of the ocean
destroyers held the gunboat.
The night was not so dark but that the pirate
craft could be seen at a considerable distance.
Gradually the gunboat crept upon her.
Meanwhile it was now the pirate's turn to feel
anxious.
Visions of the gibbet, which they so richly deserved, must have arisen before their eyes, as
they saw the gunboat was slowly but steadily
lessening the distance between them and herself.
Captain Flint finally called his officers around
him on the quarter-deck.
"Men," said he, "we have got to come to a
fight, after all. The night will not darken, as I
hoped. There's only one chance for us. We must
try the ruse that succeeded so well, when we were
chased by the French cruiser a month ago."
"What! Do you mean to secretly board the
gunboat, under cover of the smoke of the battle,
as you did the French cruiser, and fix a train to
the magazine and blow her up, as you did the
Frenchman, while you make your own escape?"
demanded the first mate.
"Yes. If my time has come, I've got to die,
anyhow, and any fate is better than the gallows,"
replied the pirate, like a fatalist.
"Don't try it, cap. These Englishmen are
shrewd fellows. They may have a close watch
set on the magazine," urged the mate.
"My mind is made up. I will try it," replied
the pirate chief, decisively.
The gunboat came on steadily.
Soon she was within range, and then she opened
fire on the pirate schooner. The latter had been
cleared for action.
And the pirate's guns, in a broadside, answered
the fire of the gunboat.
The latter drew nearer, and the roar of the
~!·eat guns on both vessels soon became almost
mcessant.
The battle smoke hung thick in the night air,
and the clouds drifted over the face of the :inoon.
Silently Captain Flint put off, in a small boat,
from the side of the schooner away from the gunboat.
In his little boat the pirate carried a fu se and
a cannister of powder.
· Under cover of the smoke he rowed noiselessly
for the gunboat.
The attention of all on board was exclusively
given to the pirate schooner.
It was customary to employ boys in those days
on war vessels to serve the gunners with powder.
There were several boys on board the gunboat
to attend to this duty.
But Little Jack begged the captain to let him
help the "powder monkeys," as the lads were
called.
"I want to help capture the wretches who murdered my poor father," the brave boy said earnestly.
"And so you shall! You are a little hero!"
cried the captain of the gunboat.
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So Jack threw off his hat and coat, and removed his shoes1 to gain the greatest freedom of
movement and, oarefooted and hatless, he began
to bring up cannisters of powder· from the magazine as ~hey were needed by the gunners, to
whose assistance he was assigned.
.
Jack had made his third trip to the magazine
in the hold, and he was there alone getting out
some powder, ,w hen all at once he heard a sound
behind him.
He was in the deep shadows, and as he turned
upon hearing the noise, he saw a man in the act
of climbing through an open port window from
the sea.
Jack's heart gave a great leap, as the light of
a single lantern, swinging at some distance from
a beam, enabled him to see the face of the intruder.
At one glance Jack recognized him as Captain
Flint, the terrible black pirate. The sea-wolf
reached the !floor under the window and Jack
watched him breathlessly, not daring to stir.
He saw the wretch carried a fuse and a cannister of powder.
Instantly the lad suspected the terrible purpose the pirate had in mind.
"He means to blow up the gunboat!" the lad
said to himself.
Then his blood seemed to run cold in his veins,
as he saw the pirate moving toward him.
Jack was at the door of the magazine. At that
terrible moment the mind of the brave boy worked
like lightning.
Scarcely a step had the wretch advanced when
his gleaming eyes fell upon Jack.
Dropping his fuse and powder cannister, he
drew a murderous-looking dagger, and he was in
the very act of leaping at Little Jack, when the
report of a pistol rang out.
Uttering a frightful yell, the pirate spun
around and fell heavily on his back.
Jack still had Bob's pistol in his belt when Caotain Flint saw him. Like a flash the boys had
drawn the weapon and fired.
As the pirate fell, Jack cast aside his weapOJ'\
and with a cannister of powder in each hand he
bounded over the fallen wretch and dashed for the
companionway.
Jack gained the deck in a moment and breathlessly told the captain all.
The latter and Jack with several of the crew
went down into the hold. There they found Captain Flint, as he had fallen-stone dead.
And his boat was found fastened under the
por't window.
The sea fight did not last long after that. The
guns of the English craft completely riddled the
pirate's . schooner, and she surrendered. The
pirates who survived the battle were captured and
afterwards tried and hanged.
For many years the seamen told the story of
how Little Jack's death shot served to rid the
seas of one of the most dreaded pirates of modern times.
In due time Jack safely reached his home in
England, and in after years he became a distinguished officer in the Briti sh navy.
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COYOTE HUNTING
Hw_iting coyotes is the favorite sport down
around Guymon and the leader is Ray C. Matkin.
When Matkin gives a general ring over his telephone that a chase is on for the following morning ht! never lacks company. Eight or a dozen
cars are the average party. Each car is loaded
with food and coffee, half a ,dozeR stag and greyhounds are taken along, and the party scours the
country for a radius of 100 miles. Twenty-one
coyotes was the record for November.
A COSTLY COMMA
It is said that ·a comma once cost the Government of the United States $2,000,000 . . The tari'ff
bill, in iwhich the mistake occurred, provided that
"foreign fruit ];!lants, etc.," should be admitted
n·ee of duty, the idea being to encourage the culture of high-grade VlJ.rieties of fruit trees and
grapevines in this country. When the bill was
printed "foreign fruit .plants, etc.," read "fo1·eign
fruit, plants, etc.," and as a result oranges,
grapes, lemons, bananas, etc., came into the
United States free of duty for a year. The error
cost the Government just $2,000,000 in revenue.
HUNGRY DEER INVADE GARDENS
Residents of Upper Terrace street, just within
the city limits of Ashland, Ore., are much perplexed as to what procedure they must take re~
garding deer that nightly invade their orchards
and gardens. The chief offenders are does and
fawns, which are protected during the open season, and the occasional buck that-comes to Ashland to browse is also protected by a city ordinance which prohibits the firing of guns within
the city limits.
According to Mrs. E. B. Heath, the deer have
worn a well defined trail leading to their orchard.
Several cherry trees have been nearly ruined by
the deer eating the young branches, while apples
left on the ground or in boxes have been eaten.
Fresh tracks are found nearly every morning. . ,., 1 I

.

HUNGRY COYOTES RUIN GARDENS
Coyotes have become so insolent in their prowlings that they invade the State Park near Rapid
City, S. D., i:Q. broad daylight. Superintendent C.
C. Gideon says the four-footed marauders have
stolen eleven pigs from his herd in the daytime.
"They come down from the hills when they get
hungry,". said Mr. Gideon, "and boldly enter the
front yard if :no one is about.· They not only
carried away our pigs, but also got four of the
five Africa tree ducks we had, and these birds
roost in trees.
"Bobcats are almost as active as the coyotes,
but we have trapped two of the beasts alive. We
handle them with a piece of gaspipe through
which a wire has been passed, making a noose at
one end that can· be tightened by pulling the wire
back when the noose has been passed over the
varmint's head."

Answel'-A
Teacher-What is a volcano?
mountain that pours out smoke, ashes and saliva.
: Mot.lier-Ethel, you naughty child! What have
you been doing to make Charlie cry so? EthelI've only been sharing my codliver oil with him,
mamma. You said it was so nice!

"Casey, do you know what corporal punishment
is?" "Sure I do," said Private Casey. "It's having a blackguard over ye who thinks he's as good
as his colonel."
Wife-George, I 'Yant to see that letter. Husband-What letter, dear? Wife-That one you
just opened. I know by the handwriting it is
from a woman, and you turned, pale when you ·
read it. Hand it here, sir! Husband-Here it is,
dear. It is from your dressmaker.
A sharp boy in Grangetown walked into a
grocer's shop. "Please, sir," he said to the proprietor, "mother told me to ask you whether there
is such a thing as a sugar trust." "Of course
there is," was the answer. "Well, then, mother
wants to be trusted for two pounds."
When the butcher answered the telephone, the
shrill voice of a little girl greeted him : "Hello I
Is that Wilson?" "Yes, Bessie," he answered,
kindly. "What can I do for you?" "Oh, Mr.
Wilson, please tell me where grandpa's liver is.
The folks are out and I've got to put a hot flannel on it, and I don't know where it is."

A man who kept a small shop was waiting on
a single customer early one morning. His little
boy and he were alone at the time,. and the shopkeeper was obliged to go upstairs for some
change. Before doing so he whisp~red to the lit-.
tle chap to watch the custome:i' to see that he
didn't steal anything. Very soon the proprietor
returned with the necessary charge, and the Bay
sang out, "He didn't steal anything, pa; l
J'1
',\ratched him. 11 ,.; l,J ' 1 - ' '' lie ' '
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INTERESTING NEWS ARTICLES
COWS BECOME DRUNK
Twenty-five cows belonging to E. E. Ford of
Wendell, Ind., went on a "jag" and ran amuck,
enjoying a free-for-all fight.
Ford fed his herd on silage, as usual, but the
feed happened to have reached just the right
stage in fermenting to produce unexpected results. The cows became intoxicated and began a
free-for-all fight, pilling up in a bunch, with the
result that one cow came out with a leg so badly
broken that she had to be killed.
Ford went into the bunch with a club and
finally got the infm·iated animals into the barn
and in the stanchions without further damage except a good many bruises on the animals.

Cadiz for the iost city of Tartessus, which trafficked with Mainake, and is reputed to be the most
ancient city of Europe.
In Galicia the remains of two Celtic cities are
being investigated, one on the hill of St. Hecla,
near Guardia, in the province of Pontevedra, and
the other at San Ciprian de Las, near SJn Amaro,
in the province of Orense.

LEGEND OF THE "STEPPING STONES"
Disciples of Izaak Walton of the North Side
of Queens boro whose fishing grounds are in Long
Island Sound, and many whose favorite spot is in
the vicinity of the little red brick lighthouse midway between Throgg's Neck light and Execution
light, and Great ·Neck and City Island, have no
doubt often pondered where the name "Stepping
A DANGEROUS FOE
Perhaps the deadliest foe of the Australian Stones" given to the lighthouse was derived from.
sheep farmer is the eagle-hawk, and many and They probably surmised that the numerous subwonderful are the contrivances invented for his merged rocks, which are a menace to navigation
destruction or capture. A correspondent at Sin- in that section and with which some of the fishergleton says it is no uncommon thing for a farmer men come in contact now and then, have a conwith a run of quite average extent to lose a hun- nection with the name.
The early Indian dwellers of Long Island had a
dred sheep in a season through the depredations
of these carnivorous birds. "Their strength," legend in which they attributed the naming to no
he writes, "is so abnormal that it is practically less a person than his Satanic Majesty, the devil.
on
impossible for the sneep on which one pounces to The legend, as printed in an old publication
follows:
as
reads
Island,
Long
of
antiquities
the
mutlive
for
appetite
their
and
attack,
the
resist
"It is said that at a certain time, quite some
ton appears to be insatiable. They are occasup a claim against the
ionally caught by means of a trap attached to years ago, the devil setseeking
it as his peculiar
Indians of Connecticut,
•
the carcass of a sheep."
domain; but they were in possession and were determined, of course, to hold it.
"The surfaces of Connecticut and Long Island
IN
ANCIENT SITE OF 'l'OWN FOUND
were at that time the reverse of what they are
SPANISH RUINS
to-day. Long Island was covered with rocks and
Several interesting archeological discoveries Connecticut was free from them. The Indians rehave recently been made in different parts of fused to quit on so short a notice and accordingly
Spain, writes the Madrid correspondent of the • both parties prepared for a contest.
"His Satanic Majesty crossed to Connecticut to
London Times.
Among the foothills of the Sierra Nevada, over- enfore his claim by dispossessing the Indians, but
looking the fertile valley of Monachill, in the he was disappointed. The Indians proved too
province of Granada, a necropolis of the first much for him and forced him to retreat to
metal age has been located occupying the summit Throgg's Point.
"The tide being low and the passage not very
of a hillock commanding a wide view. For years
past bits of pottery and bones had been picked wide, the demon secured his retreat by stepping
up by peasants when plowing, and some of these from rock to rock until he reached Long Island.
"Seating himself in the middle of the island,
were noticed by an official of the Prison of Granada who happened to be paying a visit to a neigh- somewhere near Coram, he brooded over his deboring farm. An archeologist subsequently vis- feat in sullen humor, then suddenly aroused himited the spot, and several tombs containing skel- self and, collecting together all the rocks he could
etons, pottery and primitive metal ornaments find on the island, he deposited them in heaps at
were opened. Further investigations are called Cold Spring, and he amused himself in hurling
for on this site of a prehistoric acropolis where them across the Sound on the fertile plains of
there are traces of ruined buildings beneath Connecticut."
The Indians who last remained in that part of
mounds of earth.
Prof. Adolf Schulton, who directed the exca- the country not only undertook to show the spot
vations of Numancia, executed at the expense of where he stood, but also insisted that they could
the German Government a decade ago ( during discern the prints of his feet.
This tradition explains the origin of the name
which the Munich Museum became singularly enriched), now claims to have discovered the site of given to certain rocks in the Sound, such as "The
the ancient Green colony of Mainake on the Med- Devil's Stepping Stones," and from whirh the
iterranean coast between Malaga and 14\)µiunacai:,, lighthu~e derives its name, "Stepping StonPs
Another oartv is now searchinR: the orovince of Liirht."
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GOOD READING
WALNUT TREE VAL U i\B.LE
I_'ennsylvania has "planted 150 bushels ,of seed
to renew her supply of this beautiful and useful
tree. It i~ comparativ ely fast-growin g, yields a
remunerati ve nut crop, ano. its lumber is in demand for furniture and for house trim. ·

rash-can get whisky and milk, whisky and tea
and every· other mixture one can think of. Most
of the stuff sold is the atrocious "Osaka Scotch,"
or even worse, which no foreigner touches who
values his hel.ath.
The label on a bottle in a shop window here
reads:
.
"This whisky, being purest and best in the
BLIND INSECTS DAMAGE POLES
quality having its sweet. flavour is enthusiasti cally
The latest enemies of the public utility com- ..adopted by hotels, clubs and also hospitals
and it
pany are insects, according to the Scientifi.c · being very handy to carry with
sure to give an
American. Blind ants and carpenter bees are en- entire satisfaction to those whois travel.
Happigaging the attention of electrical men throughout ness & Co., Glasgow."
the country. The insects are causing much damAlthough the product of "Happines s & Co." ia
age to electric light poles. They enter the pole "very handy to carry with," those
who drink it do
below the ground, -eating their way through poles not travel far.
·
all the way to the top. Being blind, they instinctively seem to shun the light and. confine their
operatians beneath the surface. Methods of checkCURIOUS· LIFE OF THE EEL
ing the devastation are being consideTed.
There
is a slight difference between American
and European eels, but the interesting story of
-----. their curious lives seems to be about the same.
INDIAN METHOD OF HARVEST ING RICE
These apparently sluggish creatures go through
From time immemoria l the Indians of Minne- the most strenuous
sota, Wis., ·and Canada have been harvesting wild least in their youth, experiences imaginable , at
according to a writer in
rice by shaking or knocking the ripe grain into Populwr
The larvae of both the
a boat, usually a canoe. The white men of to- American Mechanics.
and the European eel a1·e born in the
day use the same primitive plan. The Departmen t spring at the
bottom of the Atlantic, at a depth
of Agriculture is investigati ng possibilit~es in of about
1,000
growing the plant, and reports that it is a good miles northeastfeet, on a limited tract about 500
of the Leewar·d Islands, approxfood and that it has ~ possible· value as forage.
2,500 miles southwest of England and, of
Very little 9f the grain ever gets on the market, imately
course, -very much nearer to any part of the
as the Indians sell only the small surplus they· American'
coast. During the first summer of their
may have occasionall y. It i s considered a deli- lives
the larvae move up toward the surface, and
cacy and is sometimes served with game by the
best hotels. The plant has an ornamenta l value in their second summer they start to migrate respectively toward the American and European
that should appeal to the landscape gardener.
coasts. The American larvae reach their destination in one year, whereas it takes the European
LANGUAG E STUMPS EXPERTS
species three years to complete their migration.
When the Magnussen family lined up recently In each case the larvae require about ten months
before the immigratio n authorities · on Ellis_ Is- to d.,evelop into young eels, or "elvers," and to
land and began speaking a weird, outlandish lan- prepare to make their way, as they do at the end
guage, the board of special inquiry was flabber- of that time, up the rivers to the most remote inland pools. An extraordina :ry feature about these
gasted.
The mother of the little flock of three white- migrations is that, though the lavae of the two
ha:ired, pink-cheeke d children wrote her name as species breed on the same ,spot, and are actually
Gudrun G. Magnussen . From their passports it sometimes taken in the same net, no American
was ascertained that the Magnussen s had come lavae ever starts for Europe and no European
from Iceland. Immigrant s from Iceland speak for America. The American species completes its
Danish, for Iceland is a Danish possession.
larval stage, when it must get into fresh water,
A Danish interpreter listened for some time, in about one year, and if it started for ,Europe it
and suddenly gasped:
would still be in the middle of the Atlantic when
"Great Heavens, if it isn't the original tongue this condition is reached. If the European species
of the Norsemen -the language that is supposed ·went to America it would have to float about the
to have been dead except in literature, for 1,000 coast for two years. By some marvellous instinct
each species uneningly goes in the right direction.
years!"
.
.
.
The widow and her strangely attractive chil- In both cases, after their arrival in inland fresh
dren were 'going to her b1·other-in- law at Vidir
water, they remain there until they become maManitoba, Canaaa.
ture, at about the age of six years, when they
1·eturn seaward in winter, travelling about ten
miles nightly, until they reach their old breeding
HAPPINE SS IN BOTTLES
' grounds, where, in theil' turn, they propagate new
The increase in the consumptio n of whisky in larvae, and where they remain for the rest of
Japan since 1919 is tremendous . Whisky is s.old their lives. These curious facts have been ascerin 10-cent bottles at the rai1way stations. At tained by Dr. Pohnnes Schmidt, a Danish zoolevery little refreshmen t shop the thirsty-an d ogist, after years of investigatio n.

.

''A ·dolla r a· minute!''
"That's what I figure my spare-time
study with the I. C. S. was worth to
me. It was the best investment I ever
made. I'm now making $160 a week
-or almost twice as mucl'i in a single
.hour as I used to make in a whole day I"
VERY mail brings letters f;om students
of the International Correspondenc e
Schools telling of promotions and increases in
salary won through spare-time study.
What are you doing with the hours after
supper-those precious, priceless hours that
will never come again? Can you afford to
let them slip by unimproved when you can
easily make them mean so much? You don't
have to stay down tJnless you want to !.
There is a job ahead of you that some man
is going to be picked for. And the boss can't
take chances. When he sdects the one to hold
it he is going to choose a trained man with
sound, practical knowledge of the work. Get
busy right now and put yourself in line for that
promotion. You can do it in spare time in
your own · home through the International
Correspondence Schools, just as so many other
ambitious men have done in the last 30 years.
No matter where you liv:e, the I. C. S. will
come to you. No matter what your handicaps,
or how small your means, we have a plan to

E

meet your circumstances. No matter how
limited your previou·s education, the simplywritten, wonderfully-illu strated I. C. S. textbooks make it easy to learn.
One hour a day spent with the I. C. S. will
prepare you for the position you want in the
work you like best. Yes, it will! Put it up to
us to prove it. Mark and mail this coupon now!
- - - - - - - T E A R OUT H E R E - - - - - - INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

Box 4498, Scranton, Penna• .
Without cost or obligation. please tell me ho,v I can Qualify for th1
position or in the subject be/ore which I have marked an X:
BUSINESS. TRAINING DEPARTMENT
§Salesmanship
Busi ness Management
Advertislni
Industrial Management

§•

Better Letters

Personnel Organization

Foreign Trade
Traffl.c Management
Stenography and Typin&
Business Law·
Business Enellsh
Banking and Banking Law
Accountancy (including C.P.A.) ~Civil Service
Railway Mail Clerk:
NichGlson Cost Accountine
Coinmon S.chool Subjects
Bookkeeping
High School Subjects
Private Secretary
D Cartoontos
CllustratJnr
O French
Business Spanish
TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL DEPARTMENT
O Architect
Electrical Engineerinr
O Blue Print R eading
Electric Llghtin~
BContractor and Builder
Mechanical Eneineer
Architectural Draftsman
Mechanical Draftsman
Concrete Builder
Machine Shop Practice
Structural Enrtneer
Railroad Poiitlons
Plumbing and Heatin&
D Oas Eneine 0peratioe
BCbemistry D Pharmacy
Civil Engineer
~~ft~aot~~~e Work
~~rt~tf~~:1and Mapp1D1
A.'(riculture and -Poultr7
Steam Engineerlni
OMatbematic1
Enelnea
Airplane
D
Radio
~

•

••

§

B
•
••

§

§
8

Name ...... ...................................... ...................................... ............... ...
&.26.2a
Street
Address ...................................... ...................................... .................... .
CltJ ......... .................. ...•................. Slate .......... ............... ........... .. ...... _

Occupation ........ ........ ......... ................. ....................... ........................."
Penon, re,ttftno 1n OaRada doul4 aend tM, l!OtlfJOn t• IJ&d Internalional Oorrespon4tm:e Bclo1l1 Oona4'an., Limite-4, Montr~al, Can~

LITTLE ADS

Write to Riker & King, Advertising Offices, 1133 Broadway, New York City, or
29 East Madiso11 Street, Chicago, for particttlars abottt advertising in this magazine.

PERSONAL--Continued

AGENTS WANTED

W IN TER in Florida. Marrv charming maiden worth
washers one Saturday. Profit $2.50 eM'h. Particulars
$80.000. Box 55. Oxford. Fla.
lree. Established SO years. Rusler Co.• 21A. Johnstown. BACHELOR. 36. worth $70.000. wants a. wife. Y. Box
Ohio.
35, League, Toledo. Ohio.
AGENTS-200'/'o profit. Wonderful little article. Some- ASTROLOGY-STA HS TELL LIFE •s STORY.
Send
t11lng new; sells like wllclllre. Carry right In l)Ocket.
blrthdate and dlme for trial reading. Eddy. Westport
\Vrlte at once for free sample. Albert !-fills, Manager, St.. 33-78. Kansas City. Mo.
7928 .American Dulldtng. Cincinnati, Obio.
SIXTH AND SEVENTH BOOKS OF MOSES. Egyptian
FOR SALE
secrets. Black art, other rare books. Catalog free.
GOOD FARM LANDS! 20. 40. 80-aere tracta neu Star Book Co.. 2R23. 122 Federal St.. Camden. N. J.
hustllng cits In lower Mlcbira.n. On.Jy $10 to $50 MAR!l_Y RICH - Hundred• anxious.
Description list
down. ba.l.ance long time. Investigate tb1s opportunit~.
free. Select Club. Dept. A. Rapid City. So. Dakota..
Write forf tree fl!ust,ated booklet giving full lnlormatlon. SWIGART LAND oo .• M-1268 First Natlona.! MARRY-MARRIAGE DIRECTORY with photos and
descrlvtlons free. Pay when married. The Exchange,
Dank D!dg.. Chicago. Ill.
Dept. :J45. Kansas City. Mo.
HELP WANTED
WHOM SHOULD YOU MARRY? we•n tell you. Send
OETEC'rlVES NEEDED EVERYWHERE-Work homo
soc and birth date to Character Studies. 1515 Ma.sonla
or travel. Experience unnecessary. Pa.rUculars free. Temple. New York Clt.y.
Write Captain Wagner. 1968 Broadway. New York.
p~~ti~~~:
BOYS-Glvon gold fountain J)8n, self-fli!er. mllta.! l)OCket
clip. for selling 12 tube!! "TONAL" skin beautifier Ore.
at 250. Send no money. NORTON-ALCOCK CO.• 296-D MARRY:
Thousands conc:enial p~ople, worth from
Broadway, N. Y.
$1,000 to $50.000 scekina: early marriage, dcscriotions,
SILVER MIRRORS. headllghte. tableware. Replate photos. introductions free. Sealed. Eltber sex. Send
9toYEl8, jewelry, brass beds. Dependable pfans tree. no money. .Address Standard Cor. Club. (;rnyslnl<e. Ill.
Cla.renoo S'pr!nkle. Del)t. 73. Marlon. Indiana.
IF YOU WANT A WEALTHY. LOVING WIFE. write
BE A DETECTIVE. Opportunity for men and women
Violet Rays, Dennison. Ohio. Enrlo~e stt1m11et1 envelope.
for secret investigation in your district. ~ 1r1te C. T. BEST. LARGEST MATRIMONIAL CLUB In Country.
J.udwlir. 521 Westover D!dg., Karu,as City, Mo.
Established 19 YearS. 'thousands ,venlthy wishing
Early l{arrlage. Confldentlal. Free. The Old R eliable
MANUSCRIPTS WANTED
STORIES, POEMS, PLAYS. etc.• are wanted for publl- Club. Mrs. Wrubel. Box 26. Onklancl. Calif.
caUon. S'ubmlt MSS. or write Literary Bureau. 515 MAR RY-Free photographs. dlrectoey and descrivtJons
ot wealthy members. Pay when married. New Plan
Rannlbal. Mo.
Co .. Dept. 36. Kansas City. Jlfo.
MISCELLANEOUS
wdULD :rou write a wealthy, pretty girl! (stamp)
Lols Sproul. Sta. H , Cto,eland. Ohio.
0
Et!f!eG We~S•bg~fe sf"':!r,.;3a;"aC.e~ L ~ ~':,~:
HUNDREDS seeking marriage. If sincere enclose stamT>.
6459-H. lQileslde Ave., Cbica&o. Ill
Mrs. F. " rmard, 2928 Broadway, Chtcago, IIUnoJa.
IF REALLY LONELY. writ, Uetty Lee, Inc., 42~4
PATENTS
Broadway. New Yori< City. Send stam-o. Don't fore:&t
INVENTIONS commerclallzed. Patented or unpatented.
to write!
Write Adam Fisher Mfg. Co.. 229. St. Louis. Mo.
IF LONESOME exchange Jolly letters with beautiful
PERSONAL
ladles and wealthy gentlemen. Eva Moore. Box 908,
LOOK WHOSE HERE! Prlnc.ess OKIE world famous JacksonvUle, Fla. (Stamp).
horoscooes. Get your's today. Don't delay. Send full WINTER In Florida. many elm.rm.Ing maiden worth
blrthdate and lOc. K. Okie. 209 West 1891.h St .• New
$80.000. Box rm. Oxford. Flor1<1a.
York, N. Y.
SONGWRITERS
LADY FARM ER. 35. worth $60.000. wants husband.
WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG-We comooae music.
N. Box 1134. Club. Detroit, Mich.
Submit your poem9 to us at once. New York Melody
MARRY IF LONELY-"Home Maker;" hundreds rich. Cornoration. 405 Fitzgerald Bldg.• Ne\v York.
confldenUal; reliable: years experience; descriptions
free. "The S'ucoess(Ul Club." Box 556. Oakland, Calif.
TOBACCO HABIT
MARRIAGE PAPER- 20th year-:-Dlg Issue with descrlp- TOBACCO or Snulf Habit cured or no tl&l',
$1 If
tions. vhotos, names and addresses, 25 oents. No
cured. Remed1 ,ent on trial. S'uperba Co. PC,
other fee. Sent sealed. Box 2265-R. Dost.on. ll'asa.
Baltimore. Md.
AGENTS-Mason sold 18 Comet Sprayer• and .Auto-
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Stop Qsing aTruss 0
~
STUART'S PLAPAO • PADS

are different from the truss,
being medicine applicators

~.,.

poselr. to hold the dl,tended

•

made

&eilf. adheah,•

pur-

~.!'!~r::.~'i.cu'!i.1!. ~ f~~~

attach•d - cannot allp, so
caflnot chafe or press aiiainst
the P\lbic bone. Thousands
have successfully treated
themselves at home without

~i~~~;e Ji~~ ~!~~~~J~

'

Indtatoc

i}

- -·-

lrud Prlr.

Sofl . . velv••-•••Y to apply-lnexoonalve, A.warded
Gold Medal and Grand Prix. Process of recovery fa
natural! so afterwards no further use for trusses. We
I by sending Trial of Plapao absolutely
Write namo GD Coupon and send TODAY.

OLD MONEY WANTED -

$2 to $500 EACH pald for hundreds ot Old
Coins dated before 1895. Keep ALL old or
•dd money. Bend 10 cts. for New Ill's Coln
Value Book, 4x6. You may have valuable
coins. Get Posted. We pay cash.
CLARKE OOIN CO, A..-e. 18, Le Roy, N. Y.

fR EE

iwo••

Plapa1 Ca..

1

1:,-s

Genuine Foreign Stamps - Mexico War
!;;rues, Venezuela, Salvador and
Service, Guatema.Ia, China.. etc. Only f\nest
approval sfteets. 50 to 60%. Agents Wanted. Bl1
72-p. Lists Fre11. We Buy Stamps. Estab. 25 yr,.
Hussman Stamp Co .• Depb. 182, St. Louis. Mo.

173 8

Stuart Bldg.. St. leuis, lie.

Name ............ ; ..........................................
Addrea .....................................................

a.cm-amall wlllbrln11 Freo Trial PlaDao ................ -

E REAL
RADIO SET
Sell only 80 packs FLOWER oeeda
at 10c. large pack. Get sample lot
today.Sendnomoney, We tru.stvou.

AMERICAN SEED CO.

)Box R•l27

L••~nter, Pa.

CHINESE
MEDICINE
MAN BUYS
BEAR FEET
Joseph J aegel,
a trapper living
on Stillwater, has
found a new article of export. He
recently killed a
big black bear a
s h o r t distance
from his home.
Bear meat is not
much account but
the feet of the
bear are marketable
in
San
Francisco
f or
medicinal p u r p o s e s . J aegel
shipped the four
big feet of the
bear he killed to
a Chinese medical
manufacturer in
San
Francisco
and r e c e i v e d
$2.50 for them.
Bears were never
fore plentiful in
this part of the
state than they
1
have , been this
season.
In
Siskiyou
County, Pedro
Cortano reports
that he knows of
seven having been
slain in the immediate vicinity
of his home nea:t
the Trinity County b o u n d a r y •
Three were killed
oy
the
Pitts
brothers and four
by James Gregg
and his son. One
of the bears slain
by
the
Pitts
brothers weighed
500 pounds. The
mountains at the
head of Salmon
River abound in
bears, brown and
black.
Over in Trinity
County near Hyampom, where
William
Yrett
has a mountain
ranch, he reported last month
that the bears
had ruined several of his fine
trees by climbing
after fruit.
He
killed five bears
on his place-

FINDS $5,000
BAR PIN
-Failing to find
of a
$5,000 bar pin she
had picked up the
other Wednesday
afternoon
from
the
gutter
in
front of 36 West
Fifty - sevenih
street, New York,
Winifred Jones, a
negress of 349
Warren
street,
Brooklyn,
em ployed as a dxessmaker by Joseph
& Co., at 20 West
Fifty - seve nth
street, w a l·k e d
into the West
Forty - seventh
street station the
other night and
turned the pin
over to Detective
William
Moore.
She asked Moore
to help her restore the pin to
its owner.
Moore examined police records
of reported lost
and stolen jewelry and found that
on
March 29,
1919, Dreicer &
Co., jewelers on
Fifth avenue, reported the loss of
a bar pin at Madison avenue · and
Nineteenth street,
the description of
which fitted the
one found by the
,woman. It is of
platinum, set with
fifty half - carat
diamonds
and
three large sapphires, one at
each end and one
in the centre.
Moore gave the
pin back to the
woman and told
her to go to Dreicer & Co.
".t just happened to glance down
at the crub when
I was · walking
home from work
and saw some
thing shining
there
in
the
trash." She was
rewarded.

She Found
A Pleasant Way
To Reduce Her Fat

the owner

Make sure your home ..,.. bulldlngw
aren't next to be robbed.
~housan~

of dollars e.nd preclrus vatuables lost
yearly beca:use most Jocks are worth..

Iese and

~.fTer no protection.

=
Test

~ r locks with thle wonderful oet of

•;~;,.,:3d

on~•terdtlf:::'irt.5 k•fi"av!.n
power to open thousan•s of different
locks and ,howod hundreds that thflir
homes and property really weren't pro.

THESE

tected.

Endorsed

&nd used by real

eotate meo. bankers-. firemen. dete,,tlveB.

DO IT f
~~":;;:'.~ ih~. os~~~'";,.~tc., :~'.
MASTER KEY co.. tt.t:~ih~r.~~ w,ik

NDYING PltTURE MACHIN~

FREE

Genuine New Model Oil

::-a:~i:!:i& '::;_ii~fi~~~bl:

~ fl!fu~!l~lo~1~:i~!n~ ~ :=t

• package. Extra 'Premium of Adm1ssioh Tickets. You can earn
money by givi11r ahow• at rour
own home. Write today.

COLUMBIA NOVELTY CO.
Dept. 713 EHi Boston. Masa.

Thousands of overfat
people have greatly reduced their weight and
attained a normal figure by following the
advice of many others
wha use and recom•
mend Marmola Prescription
Tableb. These harmless little fat reducers
11-re prepared in tablet
form from the same ingredients that formerly
composed the famous
Marmola Prescription
for fat redaction,
If you are too fat, you owe it to ·yourself
to give these fat reducers a fair trial. All
the better drug stores the world over sell
Marmola PrHcription Tableb at one dollar per
package. Ask your druggist for them or send
one dollar to the Marmola Co., 304 Garfield
Bldg., Detroit, Mich. and secure a package of
these tablets. They are harmless and reduce
your weight without going through long
sieges of tiresome exercise and starvation
diet. If you are too fat try tlait todaJ.

If ·Ruptured·
Try This Free
Apply Jt To Any Rupture, Old or
Recent, Large or &m,all and You
Are on the Road That Has
Convinced Thousands.-

Sent Free to Prove

This

Any one ruptured, man, woman or child,
should write at ouce t o W. S. Rice, 84-B,
Main Street, Adams, N. Y., tor a free trial
of this wonderful stimulating application.
J'ust put it on the rupture and the muscles
begin to tighten; they begin to bind together
so that the opening -closes naturally and the
neecl of a. support or truss is then done
away with. Don't neglect to send for this
free trial. Even if your- rupture doesn't
bother yon, what is the use of wearing supports all your life? Wby suffeer this nuisance? Why run the risk of gangrene and
such dangers from a small and innocent little rupture, the kind that has thrown thousands on the operating table? 1. host of men
nod women are daily running such risk just
because theeir ruptures do not bnrt nor prevent them from getting around. Vi' rite at
once for this free trial, as it is certainly
a wonderful thing nncl has aided in t11e cnre
of ruptures that were as big as a man's hYo
fists. Try and write aL once, using the coupon below.
FREE FOR RUPTURE
W. S. Rice, Inc.,
84-B Main St.. Aclams, N. Y.
You may send me entirely free a
Sample Treeatment of your stimulating
application for Rupture.
Name ....•.•••.•••. . .........•.. . ........
Adclress .••..•••.••..•.••...............••
State ................................... .

WILD WEST WEEKLY

OUR, TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS

ISSUES - 1021 Young- Wild West Going the Limit; or, The "Shin•
Dig" at Show Down.
1022 •· Condemned to Death; or, Arietta's Prairie Rae.,.
1024 " Cnught by Comanches; or, A1letta Daring Death,
1025 " Showlnlf UP. a Sheri tr; or, The Right Man On a
Wrong 'Ira! .
1026 " Reckless ,Ride; or, Arletta's Hairbreadth Escape.
1027 " and the Cowboy Sports; or, Fun and Fighting
on the Range.
1028 " Raiding the Redskins; or. Arietta· and the
Apache Trap.
1029 " Whooping It Up; or, The Cowboy Carnival at
Crooked Creek.
1030 " Dagger Duel; or Arletta and the Mexican
Bandits.
1031 " Quickest Shot; or, The Desperadoes of Diamond Dive.
1032 " and the Death Mine; or, Arletta Blutring the
Claim .Jumpers.
1033 " Saving the "Seventh"; or, The Fight at Red
Ravine.
l034 " Greaser Shake-Up; or, Arletta Standing the
Test.
1.035 " Trailing a "Terror"; or, The Bandit Chief's
~
Last Chance,
1036 " Saving His Scalp; or, Arietta and the Death
Trail.
1037 " Teaching a Tenderfoot; or, The Dude's Duel
With the Desperado.
103S " Rushing the Rustlers; or, Ar!ettn's Long
Range , Shot.
1039 " Grilling the Gold Grabbers; or, The "Shoot•
Up" at Sbooker.
1040 " Cowboy Challenge; or, Ar!etta's Good Guess.
10-H " Mysterious Enemies; or, The Sign of the Silver
·
Seven.
1042 " Saving the Stagecoach; or, How Arietta Trapped
the Roar! Agents.
i0-13 " nnrl "Mesquite Monte"; or, The Worst Greaser
in Arizona.
Defending rbe Camp; or, Arletta anil the
lOH
Masked Raiders.
1045 " and the Cherokee Chief; or, The Redskins' Last
Fight.
1046 " Shower of Gold; or, Arletta's Lucky Slip.
1047 " as a Scout; or, Saving the Emigrant '!'rain.
1048 " Running the Ranch; or, Arletta's Game Fight.
1049 " and "Chapparo! Chick"; or, 'l'he Bandits of
the Foothills.
1050 " and the Mad Mexican; or, Arletta's Warning
Shot.
1051 " and tllp Cowboy Millionaire; or, Hemmted in
bv Rnemle~.
10Ci2 " In· th~ "Land of Dead Things"; or, Arletta and
the Vultures.
1053 " L\_ghtning Leap; or, a Desperate Duel on.
Horseback.
1054 " In the Golden Valley; or, Arietta'e Indian Sign.
1055 " Marked Mustang; or, Trapping the Horse
'.l'hieves.
· : 056 " and "Puncher Pete''; or, Arletta and the Dyne.mite.
1057 " Almost Beaten• or, The Secret of the Blasted
'
Plue.
' 058 " Buffa](, Hunt; or, ArlPtta's Awful Ride.
1050 • at Bolivar Butte; or, The Camp That Was Run
bv "Bart" Men.
' and the Trapped Troopers; or, Arlett11 and the
1060
Apache Ambush.

Useful, Instructive and Amusing, They Contain
Valuable Information on Almost Every Subject

- - LATEST

For aale by all newsdealers, or will be ~ent to an:,
rdilress on receipt of price, 7c per copy, lo money or
'>Ostage ,tamp•. by
HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc.,
New York City
166 w,st 23d Street,

lSCENA~•?~.. !?KE

T~EM

I
/

Tllla book ~ntatn• all the mo•t reeent ehance• tn tlle
method of eonstructlon and • ubmluion ot aeenarloo.
llll:t7 Lea• ona, eoverins every phase of scenario writIDs. For • ele b7 all Newsdenlere and Bool:1tores.
tr 700 canaot prooure a copy, send u11 tbe PH..!e.
15 cents, tn mone7 or postase stamps, an4 we will
mail 7ou one, poetage free. Addrea1
L. 8ENAB&Jfli, 1111 lleventh Ave~ Xew Yori<, M. Y.

No. 1. NAPOLEON'S ORACULUJII AND DREAM
BOOK.-Contain!ng the great oracle of human destiny·
also the t,:ue meaning or almost any kind of dreams:
~~f~~~er with charms, ceremonies and curious games of
No, 2 HOW TO DO TRICKS.-The great book ot
magic and card tricks, containing full instructions dn
all leading card tricks of the day, also the most popU!a_r magical illusions as performed by our leading magicians; every boy should obtain a copy of this book.
No. S. HOW TO FLIRT. - The arts and wiles of.
flirtation are fully explained by this little book. Be-·
sides the various methods of handkerchief, fan, glove,
parasol, window and hat flirtation, it contains a tull
list of the language and sentiment of flowers.
No. 5. HOW_ TO MAKE LOVE.-A complete guide
tQ Jove, courtship and marriage, giving sensible advice
rules and etiquette to be observed, with many curious
and interesting things not generally known.
No. 7. HOW TO KEEP BIRDS.-Handsomely illustrated and containing fuH instructions for the mauagement and training of the canary, mockingbird, bobolink
'
,
blackbird, paroquet, parrot, etc.
No. 9.

HOW TO BECOlliE A VENTRILOQUIST. -

By llarry Kennedy. '.l'he secret given away. Every intelligent boy reading this book of instructions by a
practict1l professor, can master the a,-t, and create any
amount of fun for himself and friends. It is the greatf!t ir.ook ever published, and there's millions (of fun)
No. 10. HOW TO BOX.-The art of self-defense made
easy Containing over thirty illustrations of guards,
blows and the ditl'eren t positions of a good boxer.
Every boy s.hould obtain one of these useful and 1n•
structive books, as it will teach. you how to box with•
out an instructor.
No, 11. HOW 'l'O WRITE LOVE-LETTERS.-A most
complete little book, containing full directions for writing Jove-letters, and when to use them, giving specimen
·letters for young and old.
No. 13. HOW TO DO IT; Or, BOOK ohTIQUETTE.
- I t is a great life secret, and one that every younir
man desires to know about. There's happiness in it,
No, 14. HOW TO JIIAKE CANDY.-A complete handbook for making all kinds of candy, ice-cream, syrups,
.
essences, etc.
No. 18. HOW TO BECOME BEAUTIFUL. - One of
given
ever
the brightest and most valuable Jittle books
to the world. Everybody wishes to know how to become benutiful, both •nale and female. The secret ts
simple and almost costless.
HOW TO ENTERTAIN AN EV;ENINO
No. 20.
PARTY-A most complete compendium of games, sports,
card diversions, comic recitations, etc., suitable for parlor or drawing-room, entertainment. It contains more
for the money than any book published.
No. 29.

HOW TO BECOJ\IE AN INVENTOR.-Every

No. 86

HOW TO SOLVE CONUNDRUl\lS.-Contaln-

No. 4.0.

IIOW TO MAKE AND SET. TBtAPS.-Includ-

boy should know how inventions originated. This book
explains them all, giving examples tn electricity, hydraulics, magnetlfim, optiC8, pneumatics, mechanics, etc.
No. ss. IIOW TO BEHAVE.-Containlng the rules
and etiquette of good society and .the easiest and most
approved methods of appearing to good advantage at
parties, balls, the theatre, church, and in the drawinirroom.
No. 35. HOW TO PLAY GAMES. - A com,plete and
useful little book, containing the rules and regulations
of billiards, bagatelle, back-gammon, croquet, dominoes,
etc.
lng all the leading conundrums of the day, amuslns
riddles, curious catches and witty sayings.

lng hints on how to catch moles, weasels, otter, rats,
squirrels and birds. Also bow to cure skins. Copiously
illustrated.
No. 4.1. TIIE BOYS OF NEW YORK END MEN'S
JOKE BOOK. - Containing a great variety of the latest
jokes used by the most famous end men. No amateur
minstrels is complete without this wonderful little boolr.
For sale by all newsdealers or will be sent to any
address on receipt of price, 10 cents per copy, 1n moneJ'
o:r postage stomps, by

'"'

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc.
166 West 23d Street

New York

